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It was not until thirty years ago that 
thermoluminescence CTL) was first noted to be a dating tool 
applied to ceramic pieces CKennedy and Knoff, i960：). Till 
then efforts of numerous workers in this field are made to 
improve the experimental methods in dating as well as to 
develop a more elaborated theory in explaining the TL 
mechanisms. Comparison of the dating results utilizing TL, 
i 
e丄ectron-spin一resonance CESRD and carbon一14 technique can 
further confirm the validity of TL method in the estimation 
of archaeological age of pottery samples. Besides the 
application in dating pottery and porcelain sherds, TL 
itself is also appropriate for measurement of radiation 
dose, in the field of health physics and defect structure 
analysis in solid state physics as well. 
丁 he present research project concerns TL dating of 
archaeological pottery samples as well as semi一analytica丄 
investigation of some critical TL characteristics’ namely 
the supralinear growth with absorbed dose in the additive 
dose dating method, anomalous fading behaviour and the 
single- and multipie-peak kinetics studies. 
Pottery sherds from Tung Wan archaeological site. Hong 
Kong, are dated using the additive dose method CFleming， 
1970a：). Quartz inclusion samples C Fleming，1966D and fine 
a 
grain samples CZimmerman， 1971) are prepared depending on 
the form of sample. Samples taken from the ceramic wares 
kept i n the Philippines are dated by the pre—dose method 
CFlemi ng, 1973D and the results are compared with that of 
the Xicun wares. The TL ages of the Phi1i ppino samples and 
most of the Tung Wan samples agree well with the 
corresponding archaeological estimations, with the 
deviations discussed in the text. 
On the 'basis of microscopic concepts of the 
i nteracti ons of charges i n the medium of a defect!ve 
crystal, a unified model is proposed by Chuang C1990D in 
explai ni ng different aspects of TL phenomena. Based on the 
concepts of the model, numerous work in computer programming 
and curve fitting are done in order to compare the 
experimental data with the model‘s predictions, which have 
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1 - 1 Starting point 
Ther molumi nescence CTLD is the thermally stimulated 
emission of light, usually in the visible region, of an 
insulator or a semiconductor following the previous 
absorption of radiation energy. It is proven that TL is 
nothing to do with the black-body radiation 〔i.e. the 
"red-hot" glow〕 of a heated material. The wavelength of the 
emitted light is characteristic of the luminescent substance 
and not of the incident radiation CMcKeever. 1983D. The 
first scientifically recorded observation of TL was made in 
1563 by Sir Robert Boyle 〔Boyle’ 1663). There are other 
means by which 1 umi nescence is stimulated, such as the 
photolumi nescence Cexcitation by optical or ultra—violet 
light)， radioluminescence Cnuclear radiation〕 and 
cathodolumi nescence Celectron beanO. The TL intensity is 
related to the dosage and type of radiation previously 
absorbed apart from the efficiency of the substance to TL 
generation. In general, the TL process is explained with the 
mechanism of storage of the r adi ati on-released free 
electrons and holes’ and the recombination process of the 
thermally detrapped electrons and holes. It is better 
1 
visualized by means of the simple two-level model CJohnson, 
1939； Williams, 1949D . 
In a defective crystal , a defect due to one of the 
negative ions being from its proper place acts as an 
electron trap as i t attracts an ionized ei ectrcn on its 
vicinity. Those traps lie in the forbidden energy gap. In 
the two-level model , there are postulated to be only one 
kind of el ectron trap CTD and hole trap C LD with defini te 
depths. Consider at first that they are both empty. Upon the 
effect of nuclear radiation, electron-hole pairs are created 
and the electrons are excited into the conduction band. The 
free electrons and holes are finally get trapped into T and 
I^ , respectively CFig. ICaDD. The el ectron will net stay in T 
forever , and it has a probability to be escaped, which 
equals to s expC-E/k^TD, where s is the frequency factor, E 
is the trap depth, k is the Boltzmann* s constant and 丁 is 
5 
the temperature. When the el ectron get detrapped i t may be 
retrapped again. If the electron is recombined with the hole 
in L, energy is released in the form of photons CF"ig. ICb〕〕， 
v/hich is a TL. In this case the amount of light is 
proportional to the amount of nuclear radiation to which the 
crys-tal has been exposed. 
1 • 2 TL dating 
The last step in the manufacture of a pottery object is 
2 
the firing at a high temperature in kiln. Under such a high 
temperature Ce. g. around lOOO'^O it can be assumed that no 
electron is left in the trap T, which means that the TL 
clock of the object is set to zero. It is now understandable 
how TL could be applied in dating pottery samples. During 
the life span of the sample, electrons are built up in the 
trap T due to the surrounding radiation dose applied tc it， 
which is the archaeologi cai dose determinable by observing 
the natural TL signal. If one can determine the annual dose 
v^ hich is responsible for building up the TL signal , then in 
principle the archaeological age of the sample Cin yr 3. P.) 
can be determined simply by division ： TL age = 
archaeological dose _ 
annual dose • C)espite the complexity of the 
different dating methods having been developed, this si Triple 
principle is in fact practically employed in determining the 
TL age. 
3 
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Chapter 2 
A unified model for thermolLuninescence 
2.1 I n"tr oducti on 
Radiation energy in a defective crystal is stored in 
the rorm of trapped electrons and holes by the localized 
energy levels present in the forbidden energy gap 〔McKeever’ 
19S33, and thermolumi nescence C TLD is resulted due to the 
广ecc^ jnbination of the thermally released electron-hole pair. 
Ai though the localized energy levels are known to be due to 
the presence of the defect atoms, the actual TL mechanisms 
involved in each kind of defective crystal is not well 
understood due to the complexity of the defect structure. 
Based on the microscopic concepts of the interactions of 
charges in the medium of a defective crystal, a unified 
mcciei is proposed CChuang, 19903 for obtaining the localized 
energy levels which have been conventionally considered to 
exist in the forbidden energy gap. The idea of resonance 
absorpti on is eiTiployed to determine the selective csipture of 
the free electrons and free holes by the pairs of localized 
energy levels of opposite signs and of varying magnitudes. 
2. a The model itself 
In the present model, a pair of the localized energy 
levels of opposite signs is predicted to be a dipole which 
functions as an electron trap 〔by the positive pole) and as 
5 
a hole trap C by the negative pole). The dipole i s a result 
of the interaction of the defect atom with the valence 
electron in the neighbouring lattice atom. A domain is 
resulted due to the dipoles of similar magnitudes. The glow 
pesik: at the highest acti vati on temperature of a glow curve 
is associated with the domain formed of the strongest 
interactions. A glow curve composed of more than one alow 
peak i s nesul "Lecj si nee there cs-n be jtiofe "Lhia.n one dsfect 
atom of the same type as well as more than one type of 
defect atoms. Due to the quantum mechanical structure of the 
interaction between the defect atom and the valence 
electrons, the electrons are trapped into discrete energy 
states. Taking account of the Pauli * s exclusive principle， 
the simplest distributi on function of the potentials C V ：) 
I 
and the number of the dipole states in CN D wi th a 
I 
particular potential energy CV. D in a particular domain can 
be found from the hydrogen atom ： 
V = y + K/i^ C2.1D 
ancd N. = C2. 2D 
where i=l,2，3,... with i =1 denotes the deepest trap in the 
domain， V。is the depth of the shallowest trap, K is the 
portion beyond V。 of the deepest trap in the domain, and 6 
is a trap depth separation constant of value greater than 
zero. An example showing the distribution of trap depths 
corresponding to the 110, 340 and 375°G glow peaks of quartz 
6 
is shown i n fi gure C S.13. 
F^ ree electrons and holes are released by the nuclear 
radiation with energy of the order of MeV. The free electron 
gradually reduce their kinetic energy in the process of 
inelastic scattering in the passages through the mediujii, 
until when their de Brogli e's frequencies match the 
characteristic frequencies Cs.D of the traps, they are 
resonantly captured. One consequence of this resonant modes 
of absorption is that the traps of larger depths in all of 
the domains are fully filled with the trapped electrons, but 
the traps of smaller depths may not be so if the absorbed 
dose is in suffici ent. 
An electron, once get trapped in the trap of the 
depth CV.D , has a probability p. to be thermally evicted at 
temperature T ： 
p. = s. expC -y./k T〕 C2. 3D 
I I t B 
where V is given by C2. 1) and s. is the char acteri sti c 
L I 
frequency of the i ^^ trap, which may be assumed to be a 
constant i n the same domain as they are very close together. 
The thermally released electron-hole pair will immediately 
recombine, resulting in emission of a TL, corresponding to 
the usual first order kinetics CRandall and Wilkins, 1945D. 
The establishment of the model i s based on the idea in 
7 
which the medium of a defective crystal is seen in 
^atomicity» instead of the conventional ^band-energy 
states»- Comparisons of the semi-analytical predictions 
given by the present model with the experimental 
counterparts are made in the following chapters. 
8 
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m e t h o d ( A i t k e n , 1 9 8 5 ) . 
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. Chapter 3 
Experimental apparatus 
3. 1 Thermolumlnescence CTL) glow curve taking system 
The most important apparatus used in TL studies is the 
glow curve recording system. Extensive use of 
computer-control1ed apparatus i s becoming mere and more 
popular and various types of the system are cc-Tjnerci al 1 y 
available. The system used in the present projecrT^  is a 
computerized one supplied by the Littlemore Scientific 
Engineering Company COxford). Despite the diversify i n the 
models, the following components are common to all >i nds of 
the TL systems : a photomulti pii er tube CPMTD, a heating 
unit， a signal amplifying system, a teniperature ccntroller , 
a nitrogen gas supply and a recording system. 
The PMT we used is an EMI bialkali type 9635 QA, which 
serves as to collect and amplify the light signal given by 
the sampl 
e i n t h e c o u r s e o f h e a t i n g . T h © s p e c L r 3.1 t s s D o n s e * 
of the tube i s maximum in the violet region and decreases 
rapidly t-o zero at about 62〇 nm. This is an adv^antage 
because the usual TL signal lies in the spectral r ange of 
300-600 nm. In practice， additional 1ight filters are added 
between the PMT and the sampi e. I n the addi ti ve dose 
experiment C Chapter 5〕， in which the temperature cf the 
sample usual1y exceeds 40〇。C，a blue-vi oi et filter CCorning 
10 
7-5g：) is used. In the pre-dose experiment C Chapter 5), in 
which the maximum temperature of the sample is around ISO'^C. 
a light green filter CCorning 1-75) is used instead. On any 
occasion, the purpose of the filter is to suppress the 
unwanted black-body radiation and allowing the useful TL 
signal to pass. 
The glow oven’ in which the samples are heated, is 
constructed of stainless steel. Samples discs are placed cn 
a hotplate made of Nichrome. A thermocouple is spot-welded 
to the bottom of the centre of a strip, at which the 
temperature is measured. While the sample is being heated. 
pure nitrogen gas is flushed into the oven. There are three 
purposes for the nitrogen : CiD to suppress the spurious TL 
otherwise emitted CAitken et al , 1963：)’ CiiD to facilitate 
thermal conduction and CiiiD to avoid oxidization of the 
hotplate. In our equipment, the nitrogen gas plays an 
additional role as to cooling the hotplate after heating and 
to raising the oven lid through a pneumatic cylinder. Before 
the inlet of nitrogen, the air present in the oven is pumped 
out by a two-stage rotatory pump, up to a pressure less than 
IQ-i torr. 
工n 丁L dating experiments, the heating element requires 
a linear temperature rise with respect to time’ which is 
carried out by the temperature controller unit. The 
controller unit generates a ramp voltage and the hotplate 
temperature is adjusted to match with it second by second by 
1 1 
feedback process. In this aspect, the thermal lag of the 
temperature of sample behind the ramp temperature is larger 
for a higher ramp rate. The temperature controller as well 
as the PMT signal amplifying electronics are contained in an 
interface unit. 
The glow curve taking process is already programmed i n 
the microcomputer Acorn Master 128 for controlling as well 
as for inputing and output!ng. A schematic diagram 
illustrating the whole setup is shown in figure C3.ID. 
3. 2 A1pha-counti ng system 
As far as dosimetry and TL dating is concerned, it is 
essential to know the contribution of the al pha dose in 
building up TL signal inside the fine grain sample. The 
method of alpha counting is firstly recognized in 
determining the al pha radi oacti vi ty in biol ogicai tissue 
C Turner et al , 1958D. This technique is remarkable for its 
simplicity and i nexpensi veness. It is even more sensitive 
than the other elaborated method such as the neutron 
activation. The basic setup of our alpha counting includes a 
ZnSC AgD screen-photomulti pi i er tube CPMTD with the 
amplifying electronics’ a single-channel-analyzer CSCA) and 
the recording devices Ctimer/counter/printerD CFig.3. 2D . 
ZnS CAg) in powder form, supplied by Thorn EMI . is 
employed as our scintillator. It has an emission spectrum 
12 
with a maximum at 450 nm, which matches with the response of 
the PMT. The convenient tape-screen preparation is employed 
and the sample to be alpha-counted is placed inside a nylon 
dent (Ngar’ 1989〕. The scintillation photon produced is 
picked up by a RCA 5342A PMT. The signal output of the PMT 
is connected to a pre-amplifier CCanberra 805D which serves 
t〇 integrate the charge impulse from the anode of the PMT. 
The output of the pre-ampl i fi er is in a long-tailed pulse 
form’ in which a new pulse will be riding on the tail of the 
previous pulse. The amplifier CCanberra 20123 connected in 
the next stage will restore a baseline reference level for 
each pulse by differentiation, after that the signal is 
integrated to recover its information content. Therefore, 
the amplifying unit processes the signals as well as amplify 
them. 
丁he SCA CCanberra 1431D plays an important role here. 
There is a lower window threshold as well as the window 
width adjustment. Only those pulses with pulse height 
falling into the window width are recorded. In this case a 
iogic pulse is sent off as the output. The SCA is vital 
because in the course of alpha counting experiment, there 
are pulses due to beta particles, gamma rays and PMT noises 
accompanying the useful pulses from the alpha. Those 
unwanted pulses lie in the low channel region and can be 
rejected by suitably adjusting the lower window threshold. 
It is a conventional practice to set the threshold so that 
fcr a sample containing only the thorium radioactive series 
13 
C Chapter 53 85% of the alpha pulses are above the threshold. 
Presently the threshold is set by using a calibrated thorium 
ore Cwith a thorium concentration of O.363% by weight and 
negligible amount of uraniumD and a multi-channel-analyzer 
CMCA) by the methods suggested by Chan CI9873. 
Finally, the counter receives the logic pulses output 
by the SCA, and the timer accumulates them over a preset 
period of time, and the printer prints out the count-rate. 
3. 3 F1ame photometer 
Flame photometry, also known as the flame emission 
spectrophotometry CShur and Ingamells, 19663, is the 
technique used in determining the potassium content in the 
sample matrix, from which the K-40 concentrati on can be 
calculated using the known abundance of this isotope 
CO. 011%D . Then one can arrives at the annual dose the sample 
received due to this radioisotope. The principle based on 
which the method operates is simple : any element would give 
out characteristi c emission when they are put into flame, 
and the intensity of photons given out is proportional to 
the amount of the element present. Thus the photometer 
itself is essentially a very sensitive 1i ght-detecti on 
equipment. The f1ame photometer we used is a Corning 41O. It 
can analyze the concentration of potassium， sodium and 
lithium in the from of solution， but the later two elements 
are irrelevant to us. Calibration is done by applying 
14 
solution with standard concentration. The reproducibility on 
the results on different trials is remarkably good C 土 , as 
can be seen from table 5,1 in chapter 5. A thorough study of 
the operation of the photometer has been done by Ngar 
C1989D. 
3. 4 I rradl ati on unit 
C i 3 The beta source 
The beta source we use is a strontium-QO provided by 
Littlemore Scientific Engineering Co. ， with activity and 
dose rate at 1987 to be 40 mCi and 105 Gy/min, respectively. 
Actually it is yttrium—90， which is the daughter nucleus, 
that provides the beta dose. The maximum energy of the beta 
emission being a. 26 MeV. The source is housed in a lead 
shielding, and a trolley driven by a motor is constructed to 
carry the sample to the source for irradiation. 
CiiDThe gamma source 
A cobalt-60 calibrated gamma source with activity of 
7.7S (jd and dose rate of 5. SXlO'^Gy/min at 1989 is used. It 
emits gamma rays of energies 1. 17 and 1. 33MeV. The beta 
component of O. 315MeV is shielded by the aluminium 
protective covering of the source. Since its half life is 
quite short C5.3yrD. its dose rate should be updated 
frequentiy. 
15 
C i i i D The alpha source 
A six—seater alpha irradiator of americium-a41 with 
half-life 433yr is used. The unit provides a method of 
irradiating six discs of samples simultaneously with a dose 
rate of about 1.6 and 3.5 Gy/min at 2.5 and 2 cm distance, 
respect!vely. Due to the short range of alpha particles in 
air， it is necessary to undertake the irradiation in vacuo 
and this is accomplished by a rotatory pump which came along 
with the sources. The degree of vacuum required is not high 
:the energy loss of a 4MeV alpha particle in traversing 40 
mm under a pressure of 1 torr is only O.006 MeV. 
3. 5 Constant temperature oven 
In the experiments dealing with the TL fading process 
CChapter 6D , a constant temperature oven for the storage of 
sample discs is required. The oven is heated up by heating 
wires wound round a 37mm diameter cylindrical cavity made by 
cement. The temperature is measured by alumel-chromel 
thermocouple. The constant temperature range is 85-lOOO^C, 
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Suprallnear correction in additiYe dose 
therrmDluminescence dating jnethod 
4. 1 Supralinearity as a difficulty in additive dose TL 
dating method 
The grov/th of thermol umi x-iescence CTLD with absorbed 
dose is frequently found to exhibit supra!inearity, which 
means that the TL glow intensity grows faster than the 
absorbed dose. The supralinear behaviour can be divided into 
two categories. Supralinearity of the first kind starts at 
the lowest measurable level CHal perin and Chen, 1966). An 
often-quoted example is the TL from quartz extracts from 
pottery CFig.4.ID. This chapter is concentrated on the 
problem of this type. In the second type, which seems to be 
more common, the growth starts at a linear rate and then 
becomes supralinear CCameron, 1968〕 CFig.4.2〕. In both 
cases, the growth curve goes to saturation at high doses. 
This kind of phenomena imposes a difficulty in the 
additive dose TL dating method CFleming， 1970〕. The method 
involve the measurement of TL of a number of equal wei ght 
portions of quartz grains. Several of these portions are 
used to measure the natural TL signal， and the others for 
measurement of natural plus artificial TL. From the above 
first一glow experiments one can obtain the equivalent dose 
〔ED) by extrapolating the linear portion of the growth curve 
19 
〔Fig. 4. 3). The value of ED thus obtained is not the 5a.me as 
the archaeological dose the sample received 〔the paleodose 
P)， because of the supralinear correction Cl'J in the low 
dose region. However,工 cannot be directly determined 
experimentally using the archaeological sample. Usually 
second-glow experiments are performed, by measurement of the 
TL from portions which have been irradiated after drainage 
in the course of the first-glow, to determine the 
supralinear correction of the second-glow heating CI A 
critical question always arises as to whether the first-glow 
supralinearity CID can be replaced by the second-glow 
supralinearity CI，〕. For the usual practice， if there is no 
sensitivity change between the first-glow and the 
second-glow, then it seems Justifiable to use I， as 工. 
However, if there is a sensitivity change, it is then 
questionable to do so. The sensitivity change may be due to 
the change of transparency of the sample/ rearrangement of 
the local charges/ incomplete detrapping of the electrons 
from the local traps in the first—glow heating CChuang and 
Ng, 1989：). 
4. 2 A brief review of the conventional models 
Various workers have suggested explanations for the 
observed phenomena of supralinearity, but each of the models 
is restrictive in explaining supralinearity in particular 
type of samples. Several mechanisms may be making a 
contribution to the overall effect CMcKeever > 1983D. 
20 
Compelling trap model CSuntharal i ngam and Ca;r‘eron, 
1969〕 
The most generally favoured explanation for 
suprali neari ty seems to be the model predicted by 
Suntharali ngam and Cameron C1969D. It describes the 
competitive trap filling process of the electrons. 11 i s 
postulated in the model that the filling of the trap giving 
rise to TL Ctrap AD is supralinear due to competition during 
irradiation by another trap C trap B) which is of lower* 
concentrati on but higher trappi ng probability then the TL 
traps CFig. 4.4D . Both A and B begin to be filled during the 
irradiati on. At a certain dosage D^, trap B is saturated 
first because of its assumed higher trappi ng probability. 
Thus more electrons are available for trapping into trap A. 
Therefore, if the TL due to the electrons in A is monitored 
against the dose received， i t will be seen to increase 
1 i neari ty up to D^, For larger dosage it will increase 
faster with a new linear rate. The transition region produce 
the supralinear growth response CFig.4.5). Analytical 
approach is put f or war d by Bowman and Chen 〔1979). 
A modification is invoked by several authors C Rodi ne 
and Land, 1971〕. The competition is proposed to happen 
during the trap emptying stage rather than during trap 
filling. 11 allows for ei ther retrappi ng in deeper traps, or 
for recombination at a luminescence centre and results in an 
dependence for the emission intensity, where R is the 
dose received. 
21 
£. S Multi-stage reaction model CHalperin and Chen, 1966) 
It is postulated in this model that an el ectron wi 1 i 
undergo a two-stage transi ti on before being trapped. 
Intermediate energy levels denoted by A and A exist in a 
1 2 
form of "ladder" the el ectron is going to "climb" CFig. 4. 6：). 
The radiation一induced electron cannot be trapped into the 
trap T directiy. After the application of a dosage of R， the 
valence electron is raised to level A^ first, inducing a 
population Cn^D proportional to R. A second radiation 
particle raise the el ectron from A to A , where n is 
1 2 2 
pr oporti onai to R^. Finally, another irradiation raise the 
el ectron from A^ to the conduction band and then they are 
trapped by T, therefore the concentration in trap T Cn D is 
T 
proporti onal to R^ CMcKeever, 1983〕. This model and the 
similar ones CLarsson and Katz, 1976；Takeuchi et al， 1978〕 
can describe the suprali near character!sti cs in certain TL 
dosimetry mater i al very well, such as Li F, but not 
elsewhere. 
4. 2. 3 Other models 
In the track-interaction model suggested by Attix and 
colleagues CAttix, 1974〕， a track is taken to be the path of 
the primary energetic electron and the associated 
ionization. All tracks are considered to be well separated 
at low dose, therefore the TL responses arises from the 
r ecombi nati on of electrons and holes within the same track 
results in 1inear growth of TL with dose. For higher dose, 
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the tracks overlap and a hole released from one track during 
heating may interact with centres in nearby tracks, this 
increases the recombination probability and hence gives rise 
to supralinearity C Chen and Bowman, 1978〕， This model is 
intended to explain the supralinearity in LiF CTLD-1OCO. 
Cameron and colleagues C1968D postulated the creation of 
traps and luminescence centres during irradiation. This is 
the so-called trap creation model . It is applicable in 
certain materials such as quartz only, but not in LiF. 
Moreover, the experimental studies require that the traps 
and centres created should be identical to the old ones, 
which is an unlikely event. 
4. 3 Fitting of data to the unified model 
Based on the unified model of TL introduced in Chapter 
2， the distributions for the electron trap depths CV D and 
i 
the number of equal-depth traps CN.D in a domain of charge 
pairs are given as 
= V。+ K/i^ C4.1D 
and N. = 2i ^  〔4.2〕 
V 
where i =1 ,2,3, . . . with i =1 denotes the deepest trap in a 
domain, V。the depth of the shallowest trap, K the portion 
beyond V。 of the deepest trap in the domain， and 6 a 
trap-depth separation constant of value grater than zero. 
If the electrons are filling the traps up to the j -th 
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depth, then the TL intensity CTL：)^  at temperature T as a 
result of releasing of electrons from the traps and 
annihilating of the electrons released with the counterpart 
holes in the hole-reservoirs of hole density h is exoressed 
as 
j 
CTL) oc J； h.N. expC-V. /k TO 〔4 3) 
^ 1 = 1 ‘ ‘ I B 
which can be written as 
J 2 A 
〔丁 = C： E i exp[-CV +K/iO〕/k T] 〔4 在） 
J 口 1 O B ‘ 
Since the hole reservoir, for the peak showing 
supralinearity, can be assumed to be saturated, hence h is 
a constant, and C is a proportional constant. 
As the total number of electrons trapped by the traps 
j 
in a domain C J； N.D is proportional to the absorbed dose 
1 = 1 
〔D.)， we have 
J 
= B E 〔4.5) 
J 1 = 1 
where B is another proportional constant. 
Equation C4.40 is the theoretical prediction of the 
experimental result of TL intensity with an absorbed dose 
expressed by equation C4.5D. 
To calculate the paleodose CP〕 which gives the natural 
TL CNTLD of an archaeological sample, the equivalent dose 
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••ED.* of the sample is experimentally determined by 
performing the first-glow heatings of the additive dose 
method. Thus an experimental curve on CTLD versus CP+D D 
P+Dn n 
is obtained Cwhere D^ denotes the n-th laboratory dose added 
into CP) and is the corresponding TL measured). The 
intercept of the linear portion of the experimental curve is 
the "ED". To semi-analyti cal 1 y obtain the value of 〔I)， the 
initial value if CP) is approximated from the known value of 
••ED"〔P=ED+I) and the trap depths separation constant 6 and 
the proportional constants B and C in C4. 4D and C4. 5D are 
properly chosen so that the experimental curve can be 
eventually best fitted to the theoretical prediction. A 
computer program written in Basic language is employed to 
fit the experimental first-glow data to the theoretical 
prediction so as to obtain the best fit parameters 6， p, 3 
and C CAppendix 1〕. The flowchart in figure 〔4.7) is served 
as an illustration of the logic of fitting. 
The essence of the fitting technique is to keep on 
changing the parameters, one by one, until the average 
deviation of the data points from calculated values is 
arbitrarily small . Since the parameters usually are quite 
dependent on one another, the optimization for each usually 
must be made many times. The procedure is to supply starting 
values for fitting parameters ACI) and step changes to them 
DCI)， where 工 = 1， 2 , 3 , . . . , N 2 CN2=No. of fitting parameters). 
The average deviation of the data points from the functional 
form is calculated, then ACl) is altered until a value is 
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found that minimizes the average deviation, then ACS) is 
altered to find the value for it that minimizes the average 
deviation again. The fit is continued until the deviation is 
1 ess than the preset one. 
In order t〇 find the value of ACID that minimizes the 
average deviation, the average deviation is calculated :fo厂 
ACI) =A〔工）+DCI：) ; if that decreases the average deviation, 
then AC I) is changed by the same amount again, and this is 
continued until the average deviation start to increase. A 
parabola is then fitted to the last three points, and the 
mi ni mum of the parabola gi ves the new AC I) CFig.4.8〕. This 
is the technique of parabolic approximation in finding the 
optimum A〔I，6) in the flow chart CFig. 4 . 7 〕 ， However， if 
AC 工：）=A〔 I ：)十 DC I ：：' produced an increased average deviation, then 
DCI：) is changed to -DCI：)， and incrementation is continued in 
this direction until a local mi ni mum in the average 
deviation can be located as before CHubin, 1978：). 
The same logic of fitting is employed again in later 
chapters CChapters 7 and 8〕. 
After P is determined by the best-fit procedure, the 
value of supralinear correction from the semi-analyti cal 
method CID is determined from 
I = P - -ED" C4. 6：) 
For the sake of comparison with I, the correspond! ng 
experimental value〔工台叩〕is determined by performing the 
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second-glow heatings on the portions of the sample from 
which the natural TL have been completely drained in the 
course of the first-glow heatings. The interception of the 
straight line joining the experimental points with the 
"absorbed dose" coordinate i s determined. An idealized 
second一glow TL growth curve is drawn i n parallel to the 
first — glow TL growth curve as well as to best fit the 
experimental second-glow TL growth curve. The supralinear 
correction obtained i n this way is an idealized one CI ) 
Is 
CFig. 4. 3). 
4. 4 Resul is 
Additive dose method is applied in dating samples from 
Tung Wan archaeological si te C Chapter 5)， some results of 
the experimental and the theoretical deter mi nati on of the 
STjpralinea^ r corrections for those samples are listed in 
Table 4.1. Two typical examples illustrating the graphicail 
determination of I , I and 工， for the cases of the TL 
exp Is 
sensitivity which has not and has changed after the 
first—glow heating are shown in Fig. 4. 9a and 4. 9b, 
respectively. The following characteristic results can be 
noted from Table 4.1: 
〔i) The values of I , I and I, are nearly the same for 
exp Is 乂 
samples Nos. 20 and 21， whose TL sensitivity has not changed 
after the first-glow heating. 
CiiD The values of I , I and I are quite different for 
exp Is 
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sample Nos.18 and 19, whose sensitivity has changed 
appreciably after the first-glow heating. The value of I 
exp 
differs from that of I by more than 45%. 
Ciii) In most cases of the "quartz inclusion" sampl es the 
values of I are qui te close to the correspondi ng val ues 
OX jp 
•f I, but they are qui te separated in the cases of the "fi ne 
grain" samples. 
In conclusion, the presently proposed semi-analyti cal 
method for determination of the suprali near correction in 
additive TL dating method is applicable to all cf the 
sampl es being tested, independent of the TL sensi ti vi 
change after the first-glow heating. The advantage cf the 
semi -anal yti cal method is that it does not require the 
second-glow heating experiment in obtaining a correct 
supralinear correction, so that change of TL sensitivity 
does or does not arise in the first-gl ow heating is 
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Thermoluminescence dating of 
ancient Chinese pottery 
5. 1 Introduction 
In this chapter, dating results of two categories of 
the ancient Chinese pottery samples are presented. Additive 
dose dating method CFleming, 1970a3 is applied in dating the 
samples from Tung Wan site in Hong Kong and the pre-dose 
dating method 〔Fleming, 1973D is applied in dating the 
samples from the Philippines. 
2 Dating of samples collected from Tung Wan 
archaeological site 
In 1937, the archaeological site at Tung Wan, Hong Kong 
v^ as first located. Certain sherds of ages ranging from the 
Neolithic period to Tang were found. It is one of the 
earliest e>ccavation site in the history of Hong Kong. 
However, the excavation was of a small scale due to limited 
technology of excavation available at that time CAu et al , 
1988D. 
Later on the Tung Wan site was further disturbed by the 
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contemporary human activities. It was not until 1988 that a 
much more systematic and large scale excavation was started 
again. The scale of the findings is the largest ever in Hcng 
Kong, and the ages of the found pottery are believed to be 
the oldest among those found in Hong Kong. The ages are 
estimated to be ranging from Neolithic period to Han 
dynasty. There are altogether six distinctive fundamental 
layers forming the site, the upper four form the cultural 
layers. Another valuable find besides the art objects is a 
rather complete pottery kiln located at 2.5m below the 
ground level, with much black-burnt sand and rock inside. 
Eight 5m by 5m squares， one 2m by 3m and one 2m by 5m bulks 
are opened , denoted by TX , TY , TZ, TA, TB, TC, TD, TE, TE' and TA，， 
respect! vely. The total area excavated is 216 sq. m. 〔 Au， 
1988：) • To further establish the archaeological significance 
of the excavated site, TL dating of some sherds found at the 
si te was performed. 
5. 2.1 The archaeologi cal si te 
The Tung Wan site is located in the s o u t h - w e s t e r n part 
of Lantau Island near Shek Pi k , being 7.37m above sea level. 
Lantau Island is at the western side of Hong Kong Island and 
is the largest island in Hong Kong. The geography of the 
area is very suitable for ancient people to live ： steep 
hills around three sides give protection from prevailing 
v/inds and wild animals, streams coming down from the hills 
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provide adequate water supply throughout the year, and easy 
access to the sea allows fishing to become their main diet 
source. Figure 5.1 shows a map illustrating the geography of 
the excavation site. 
Based on the soil colour and the deposition of material 
six distinctive layers are identified CFig. 3.2). The first 
layer of thickness 30—30cm is a layer of fine dull brown 
sand which has been disturbed. It contains recent 'pottery 
fragments and a few geometric ware sherds. The second layer 
is a layer of fine brown sand, with thickness varied from 18 
to 32cm. Squares TY and TZ were badly disturbed and 
artifacts from different periods were found. Squares TA, TB 
and TD were 1 ess disturbed, in which geometric sherds were 
found. In the third layer the bright brown sand becomes 
loose and coarse, with thickness about 1 . 2-1 . 5m. Based on 
the stylistic and technological changes in artifacts within 
the third layer three sublayers can be identified. The 
fourth layer is a layer of brown clayey sand, with thickness 
about 20-65cm. Some coarse sherds and waste flakes were 
found in it. The fifth layer is a layer of coarse bright 
brown sand, wi th thickness about 35-45cm and this layer was 
culturally sterile. The sixth layer is also a sterilic 
layer, covered by cobbles of different size. Perhaps it was 
the landscape before the formation of Tung Wan beach CAu, 
1988〕. 
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5. 2. 2 Additive dose dating method 
Twelve samples from the Tung Wan si te were dated using 
the additive dating method. Sample No. 31,32,33 and 34 are 
hard pottery and the rest are soft pottery. Hard pottery 
consists of various kinds of minerals and the quartz grains 
present are very fine， typically in the micron order in 
diameter. The quartz concentration may be low and therefore 
it results in low ther molumi nescence signal. The quartz 
grains in soft pottery are in visible size, which may be as 
large as 1-2mm in diameter. The matrix surrounding is 
usually loose and black in colour. The hard pottery samples 
are usually much younger than the soft ones because of the 
improvement in the technique of manufacture as well as the 
composition of the pottery. 
In applying the additive dose dating method, first glow 
heating is firstly performed to determine the equivalent 
dose . The response of TL to dose is linear in this 
region and the linearity is usually preserved up to a dose 
level of kGy. After the first glow heating, different 
laboratory dosage is applied to the samples and the second 
glow heating is performed, which extrapolates to yield the 
supralinear correction <1， CFig.4.3). For the cases in which 
the sensitivity of the first glow heating and the second 
glow heating are si mi 1 ar, it is Justified to use the value 
of <1， obtained from the second glow heating to be equal to 
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that from the first glow heating CMcKeever， 1983). This 
condition holds for the so-called ^ beni gn‘ glow peak in 
quartz CAitken, 1985) Cbut it may not always be so in actual 
practiced. For the cases in which the sensitivity has 
changed by an appreciate amount, the supralinear correction 
obtained from fitting of the first glow data points to those 
predicted by the unified model, as discussed in Chapter 4, 
were adopted. 
It should be noted that the pre—dose methoa has failed 
to apply in the Tung Wan samples because the samples are 
believed to be of several thousands years old 〔equivalent to 
about 10-20 Gy)，but in the pre-dose technique the dose 
level usually gets saturated around several gray CAitken, 
1983：). This point has been verified in the present 
experi ments. 
In any circumstances, the plateau tests were carried 
out as a routine check on the stability of the glow peak 
concerned. All the samples being dated did exhibit a plateau 
and the glow peak of our interest are all lying in the 
plateau region, meaning that the traps associated with the 
glow peaks are deep enough to contain the trapped electrons 
throughout the antiquity. 
According to the difference in the form of samples, 
fine grain method C Zi nuner man, 1971〕 and quartz inclusion 
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method CFleming, 1966) were employed to date the hard 
pottery and the soft pottery, respectively. 
Ci) 丁he fine grain method 
Since the grains are fine enough so that the 
al pha-par tides coming from the matrix can fully penetrate 
into the medium, the total dose capable of building up TL 
signal consists of three parts, namely the alpha dose, the 
beta dose and the environmental dose Ci. e. gamma plus cosniic 
ray dose〕. It is well known that the TL produced by unit 
dose of alpha is much less than that from beta and gamma, 
being lowered by a factor k, which is the al pha. 
effectiveness CZimmerman, 1972〕. The presence of such factor 
is related to the heavy ionizing power of the alpha 
particle. The first glow heating of the archaeological 
samples irradiated by /^-source CSr-90D was performed to 
obtain the usual equivalent dose CED^). Another first glow 
heating of the same archaeological sample irradiated by 
a-source CAm-241D was performed to obtain the corresponding 
counterpart CED D. Then k is found from ED^/ED ,which is a 
^ (3 a. 
value typically about O. 1 . At this point one must pay 
attention to the fact that the usual a range in pottery is 
about O. 01-O.05 mm, therefore samples to be a—irradiated 
should be very thin, otherwise the k value obtained will be 
erroneously too small. This is accomplished by the ， m e t h o d 
of deposition’ as follows. 
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The sample powder is let to suspend in a small glass 
tube of distilled water. Then a few drops of the suspension 
is added to a number of copper container discs of i nner 
diameter of 7mm. A layer of deposit of sample will be formed 
after dryness. By weighing the container before suspension 
is added and after deposit is formed, one obtains a number 
of sample discs with equal mass. The thickness can be 
estimated by assuming that the pottery sample has a typical 
specific gravity of 2.6 CAitken, 1985) • The layer of deposit 
can be made very thin by adjusting the concentration of the 
suspension. The idea of suspension is essentially the same 
as the one employed in the thin-source alpha-counting method 
〔Ngar， 19893. The linearity of the a—irradiated first glow 
is in fact qui te good in spite of the low concentration of 
quartz and the scarcity of sample CFig.5.3D. 
CiiD The quartz inclusion method 
The aim of the method is to extract the visible size 
quartz grains so as to enhance the TL signal and to 
eliminate the adverse effect of other minerals to TL 
otherwise present in the sample. It is accomplished by first 
crushing the sample gently into smaller pieces， with the 
out©广 layer of sample being removed by sawing. The crushing 
process should be performed gently because it is not 
desirable to degrade the quartz grains into smaller pieces. 
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Then the sample is put into concentrated C > 40%D hydrofluoric 
acid. The matrix surrounding the quartz as well as the outer 
layer of the quartz is etched away. Due to the short range 
•f a particles in quartz, which doses not exceed O.05mm, and 
that quartz itself contains negligible amount of radioactive 
substances 〔in few ppb) Crleming, 1966;F1eischer et a丄’ 
1973；)， therefore there is no a dose contribution to the TL 
signal. 
However, it should be noted that, due to the finite 
size of the quartz grains, there is an appreciate 
attenuation of (3 dosage received. It depends on the size of 
quartz grains. In actual practice, therefore， the diameters 
of a number of quartz grains were measured by a micrometer 
before etching and the mean size recorded. The correction 
facto 广 thus obtained is based on the data from Mejdahl 
〔1979) CFig. 5. 4：). 
5. 2. 3 Dose rate evaluation 
The discussion on the previous sections concern about 
how to determine the archaeological dose the sample received 
during its life span, i.e. its pal eodose. As already been 
pointed out in Chapter 1, the TL age of the sample equals 
its paleodose divided by the annual dose received. The main 
contribution to the dose rate is traces of radioisotope 
present in the sample matrix which are potassium-40, 
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thorium—232 and uranium-238 embedded in the soil. The later 
two are actually the parents of two radioisotope decay 
chains in which alpha and beta particles of specific 
energies are emitted CTable ID. There are also small 
amount of rubidium—87 and uranium-235 present but only 
contributing a few percent of the total dose. Besides, the 
cosmic ray also plays a part in building up the 
environmental dose Cabout 3% of the total dose). 
There are various means to measure those dose rates 
CAitken, 1978). In our laboratory, the annual a dose CD ) as 
a 
well as the annual /? dose due to thorium and uranium series 
is determined from the method of alpha counting 
CTurner et al， 1958; Chan, 1987〕. As the name of the method 
suggests, what we measured is the alpha count rate. It 
relates with the specific activities of the thorium—S33 and 
uranium-238 parents present in the sample and from which one 
can determine D^ and 扑+。CAitken，1985). 
Flame photometry method is employed to determine the 
annual beta dose due to potassi um-40 CD ) CSuhr and 
, K 
Ingamells, 1966;Mgar, 1989). The method operates by 
determining the concentration of K-40 using its known 
isotope abundance of O.011%, and from which D is 
f^y K 
dei-er mi ned. 
The environmental dose CD^+D^D is measured by the 
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method of TL dosimetry CTLD〕. TLD gains its popularity over 
other methods because of its low cost, accuracy and ease of 
use and this method has wide applications in the field of 
medical radiotherapy and radiation protection. The TL 
phosphor we use is CaSO^: Dy 〔from Harshav chemical ccnipany) 
for its high sensitivity to radiation. For on-site dosage 
me^isurement， the phosphor is buried about 4Scjn underground 
for several months to even out the fluctuations. Different 
trials of experiments gave the value of the annual gamma 
plus cosmic ray dose CD^+D^：) to be 1 . 56±0. llxlO"^ Gy yr"^ at 
Tung Wan si te. 
2.4 Results and discussion 
From the discussion in the previous two subsections, 
one arrives at the equations leading to the TL ages: 
Ci) for quartz inclusion CQ. I. ) samples 
ED + 工 
TL age (in B. P.〕= — ！2i£ ^^ ” 
f D~ DT + CD +D〕 
K f l K T h + U / ? , T h + U r c 
Cii) for fine CF. G.〕sampl es 
ED + 工 
TL age〔in B. P.〕= ~ ~ — ^ C5 2) 
J^ O + D + D々  k + CD 十D) 〔b•已） 
C( fi, K (iy T h + U Y C 
fjc and in equation〔5.1〕represent the correction 
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factors to the dose received， by the quartz grains due to 
K一4〇 and Th-232/U-238 series respecrti vel y， arising from the 
finite size of the grains which have been discussed in 
5. 2 . 2C i i ."). 
The dating results of twelve samples from Tung Wan site 
are listed i n table 5. 2. 
丁 he glow peaks of the samples ranging from 300 to 
370^C, which are all well lying in the plateau region. For 
samples No. 31， 44 and 46, the second-glow growth line 
e>ctrapol ati on yi el ds 3. nega.'Li ve suprs,! i ne3.F cor"recti on ’ 
therefore the equivalent dose is adopted in calculating the 
丁L age. In the flame—photometry determination of potassium 
content in the samples, two independent trials for the saine 
samples gave an excellent agreement, with the largest 
deviation being only 2%. Due to the change of transparency 
of the sample or the rearrangement of the local charges in 
the first-glow heating, the sensitivity of the first-glow 
heating is different from that of the second-glow heating 
CChuang and Ng, 1989：). In this case the method discussed in 
Chapter 4 is employed in obtaining the theoretical value of 
I, which is represented by 兴 in table 5.8. From the results 
of storage tests, one finds that sample No.31 exhibits 
fading behaviour, but i t is not anomalous in origin. Fading 
at a lower activation temperature end of the observed TL 
glow peaks may be caused by the overlapping of the lower 
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glow peaks with that of the present interest CChuang and Ng， 
1989：). Correction has been made for this sample, but the 
corrected TL age is still deviating much from samples No, 32， 
33 and 34 from the same layer， which are expected to be 
having similar ages. It is suspected that sample No. 31 is 
thermally disturbed since the layer CNo,23, from which 
sample No.31 is taken, is close to the ground level and is 
easily affected by the contemporary human activities. 
丁 h e TL ages for samples No. 33 and 34 give excellent 
agreement with the archaeological estimation, namely 2000 yr 
B. P. The discrepancy for sample No.32 is probably due to the 
fact that the TL signal one has obtained in the additive 
dose method is very weak. The TL intensity recorded 
corresponding to the paleodose plus 10. 7 Gy artificial 
irradiat•土on is only about 200 counts, resulting in a large 
uncertainties in determining the equivalent dose. This point 
is further supported by the fact that the values of I， 
D a ， a n d D … K ^ ^ ^ v e r y c l o s e t o e a c h o t h e r f o r 
samples No. 32, 33 and 34, except that the equivalent dose of 
No. 32 is larger than the others. 
The TL ages far samples No. 43 and 44 lie in the lower 
part of the correct range predicted by the archaeological 
estimation. One notes that the values of D and D 
PyK (3,Th+U 
for samples No.43 and 44 are much larger than that for No. 45 
and 46. However, they should be close to one another because 
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samples No.43 to 46 are from the same layer. If the average 
values of Dp，K and 卩^，丁卜+“广^厂 samples No. 45 and 46, name! y 
一 4- 一 1 
8.65 and 17. 0x10 Gy yr respectively, are used in 
calculating the TL ages of sampl es No. 43 and 44, one gets 
3980 and 3740 yr B. P. respecti vel y, which are very close to 
that of sample No. 45 and is appreciably closer to the 
archaeological estimation. The discrepancies in the beta 
dose rate may be due to contamination of the samples in the 
course of preparation. 
There may be a simple reason for the above 
discrepancies, which is the confusion of the layers from 
which the samples are excavated. As pointed out in section 
5.2.1， the typical thickness of each layer of soil is about 
50cm, and a sampie in a particular layer may get i nto 
another by the effect of raining and human disturbances. 
Despite of the problems discussed above, the TL ages of 
all the other sampl es are in good agreement with the 
archaeological estimations. It is another evidence that 
there was civilization i n Hong Kong several thousands years 
ago， thus the archaeological significance of Tung Wan site 
is further established. 
5.3 Comparison of dating results of samples from the 
Philippines and Guangdong which are of the same origin 
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5. 3. 1 Origin of sampl es 
Two categories of pottery wares of the same origin were 
dated for confirmation of the archaeological prediction. One 
of them is obtained from the Xicun kiln site in Guangzhou, 
China， available at the Guangdong Provincial Museum. The 
other is from the collection of the Art Gallery of The 
Chinese University of Hong Kong, which are pottery art 
objects purchased from the Philippines. Both categories are 
believed to be of the products of Song dynasty and of the 
same origin CLajn, 1983) • Further conf i rmati on of this is 
attempted presently by performing the pre-dose dating method 
CFleming， 1973) on both categories of the samples. 
The Xicun kiln site in Guangzhou was first discovered 
in 1952 CLam, 1983：). It is situated at the northwestern side 
of Guangzhou. Originally the site is believed to be a large 
kiln complex, but after several centuries of dilapidation, 
only three locations containing kiln wreckages are left 
CFig.5.. Of these Huangdigang is the largest and contains 
the richest finds. It is about half kilometre east of Zengbu 
River, a branch of Pearl River. The material needed for 
production of pottery wares can be supplied by shipment and 
the products can be exported quite conveniently. Huangdigang 
is a small mound built of wastes and kiln furniture’ being 7 
metres high, 46 metres across from east to west and 48 
metres from north to south CFig.5. 6〕. The mound is covered 
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by an one metre layer of hard ，shell， composed mainly of 
greyish yellow soil, waste pottery sherds and kiln 
furnitures. The upper part is cut into a form of a floor. A 
fragmentary ‘dragon kiln' is found at the south east corner 
of the mound. A large amount of kiln furnitures are 
unearthed, including setters, ring and disc supports CLam, 
19833 . Since the Xicun kiln has never been recorded i n any 
historical literature and no dated material has been found 
from the si te, the archaeological estimation of the date is 
based on stratification and stylistic consideration. Further 
confirmation of the archaeological date is presently 
attempted by means of the pre-dose dating method. 
5.3.a Pre-dose dating method 
It is well known that the sensitivity of the llO^C glow 
peak in quartz to radiation is greatly enhanced after 
heating the sample to SOO^C CFleming, 1970bD. The 
enhancement is proportional to the paleodose the sample has 
received. Employing Zi mmer man ‘ s model CI 971〕 for the 
pre-dose effect in quartz, Fleming CI973) has developed the 
useful pre-dose dating method. Qualitatively the quartz 
sample can be regarded as having four kinds of traps: two 
el ectron traps T^ , T^ and two hole traps L^ , L^〔Fig. 5. 7〕， 
丁1 is a shallower electron trap and TL occurs when electrons 
in 丁1 are thermally evicted and recombine with the holes in 
Li. The holes, once produced, will be trapped in L^ because 
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•f i ts assumed higher capture cross—section then L . The 
1 
presence of T^is for charge balance. The most important 
mechanism in this model is the transfer of hoies from L to 
2 
[I when the sample i s heated to the so cal 1 ed acti vating 
temperature, where originally the number of holes in L is 
2 
proportional to the paleodose the sample has received. Based 
on the mechanism of the movements of electrons and holes， 
the following experimental procedures are carried out: 
〔1) Heat up the sample to about ISO^G to clear the electrons 
士 n 丁 ； 
1 
es) Apply a small test dose C(3 ) so as to add a small amount 
T 
of electrons in T : 
1 
C3：) Measure the initial llO^C glow peak response CS^：)； 
C4：) Heat to acti vating temperature, so that the holes in L 
2 
wi 11 transfer to L^; 
C5D Repeat step CaD； 
C6) Measure the enhanced llO^C glow peak response CS^.")； 
C 73) Heat to acti vati ng temperature to clear L • 
2 " 
c 8D Apply laboratory calibrating dose C(3 ：) so as to populate 
L with holes; 
2 > 
C9D Repeat step CID; 
CIO) Repeat step CSD； 
〔11) Measure the llO^C glow peak response again CS^* D； 
CI 2) Heat to acti vating temperature, so that the hoi es due 
to (3 in L will transfer to L ; 
L 2 1 ‘ 
CI 3D Repeat step C2D； 
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〔 1 4 ) M e a s u r e t h e llo'^C " g l o w p e a k r e s p o n s e C S +S：) 
N p . 
Since CS^-S^D is proportional to the archaeological 
dose dft ) and the further i ncrease CCS ，） is 
A M /? N 
proportional to the calibrating dose (3 ， we have 
s^  - s 
"A = CS /s。〕- S， " L C5.3〕 
N f3 N 
Steps in〔7〕-〔1:1〕are due to Mtken C19793 which takes 
account of the quenching correction. 
5.3.3 Results and discussion 
Five samples from the Philippino collection were dated， 
namely: 
Ci) A bowl in brown glaze with impressed design 
CFig. 5. SCa：)D ； 
CiiD A small jarlet CFig. 5. SCbDD ； 
Ciii〕 A bowl wi th br own pa^  土 nting CFig. 5. SCc：)^  ； 
Civ〕A conical bowl with sketchy design CFig. 5, 8CdDD ； 
Cv) A small bottle CFig. 5. . 
In order not to spoil the outer appearance of the 
ceramic art objects, small hoies at uneminent locations were 
drilled using a diamond-impregnated corer 
CFig.5.9CaDD. In the process of drilling, water was added as 
a cool ant. As a result a smal1 core of sample, whose mass is 
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about 20mg, was obtained 〔 Fi g. 3. 9〔 b〕）. The core was then 
crushed and sieved to obtain the desirable size. 
In the pre—dose experiments, typical values ai (3 and 
T 
are O. 21 Gy and 2-3 Gy, respectively. The activation 
temperature is chosen to be 550^C. This should be 
better determined by examining the thermal activation curve, 
but it is impossible to do so in practice because of the 
scarcity of sample. For the Philippine samples, two to three 
trials with di f f erent calibration dose C (3 ) are made for 
T 
each sample yielding similar archaeological dose Cabout 5% 
deviation)， which rules out the possibility of saturation of 
dose. 
Since the pre—dose efficiency due to alpha radiation is 
negligibly small comparing with that due to beta and gamma 
radiation, one has to deter mi ne only the annual beta dose 
dose CD D and annual gamma pi us cosmic ray dose CD +D〕 in 
I) Y c 
calculating the TL age. As already been discussed in section 
5. 2. 3, the annual beta dose due to potassium—4〇 CD ) of 
the five Phi 1i ppi no samples are determined by the 
flame—photometry method, and an estimation using some dated 
Chinese ceramics samples CNgar, 1989D obtains the annual 
beta dose to U/Th series CD^ ^ 〕. Therefore, the 
p,T h + U 
corresponding TL: age equation is given by 〔5.4): 
几 A G E = D P I + D P , 十 C D 十 D ) 4〕 
K /?, T h + U r c 
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The annual gamma plus cosmic ray dose CD +D ) n the 
r c " 
Philippines is obtained both from our measurement using 
CaS〇4:Dy phosphor Cwith the result of 4.8xl〇_^3y yr"b and 
from the Philippine Nuclear Research Institute CPNRID. The 
PNRI data which employed TL dosimetry method are obtained 
fVom the results of twelve TL dosimetry stations in 
populated centres distributed geographically throughout the 
country Cthe average annual indoor gamma exposure rate 
measured is 3.5xlo"%y yr for the year 1986D ^  . Averaging 
the two results 4 . 3 x 1 0 — y r is adopted for annual gamma 
dose in the Philippines. The dating results of the 
Philippino samples are listed in table 5.3. 
The dating results of sixteen samples of the Xicun 
wares CFig. 5. ICO are listed in table 5. 4 CLee, 1987〕. It 
should be noted that TL dosimetry using CaSO ： Dy phosphor 
was applied in determining D^. Therefore, the corresponding 
TL age equation is given by： 
XT " A 
几 喂 = ~ D , + CD +D ) C5.5：) 
r c 
The value of 14.2xl〇""^ 3y is adopted for the annual 
ga匪a pi us cosmic ray dose in Guangzhou. This is the average 
value for the indoor and the underground dose rate, which 
^Thanks is due to the PNRI in supplying the gamma dose in 
the Phi11ppines and also to Dr. and Mrs J. Boyle in helping 
our TL dosimetry in the Philippines. 
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a r e 1 1 . 9 x 1 0 — y r a n d 1 6 . 5 x 1 Q-'^Gy y r ―丄 > r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
Although the samples from Guangzhou and ^he 
Philippines are dated by two different experimenters in 
which two different approaches are employed in finding cut 
the annual beta dose, the mean TL ages of the Guangzhou 
collection and the Philippino collection, which are 747 anc 
1065 years B. P. respectively, agree with each other within 
the experimental fluctuations and they also agree with 了丄 e 
archaeological estimation C868-1089 yr B.P. for the Northern 
Song period〕. If the indoor dose rate is used in ^he 
computation of the TL age of the Xicun samples, their mean 
TL age is 798 yr B.P. ， which is closer to the TL age of the 
Philippino samples as well as the archaeological estimation. 
丁 his suggests that the Guangzhou collections may have not 
been buried underground since they are produced. 
The two collections are considered to be of the same 
origin because the appearance, the style and the 
stratification of both are identified by the archaeologists 
to be the same 〔Lam, 1983). The Xicun wares are considered 
to be mainly for export purpose. The prosperity of Xicun 
kiln was closely related to the overseas trade in Guangzhou 
in the Northern Song period. Because of the encouragement of 
the Song government to promote overseas trade through 
Guangzhou, it became the most important seaport in China. 
Many ceramic production centres appeared on the Pearl River 
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Delta and Xicun was one of them. 
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A d d i t i v e dose-
(sin a ) 
First , 1 0 . heatin, applied on a^irradia.ed sample ( 彻 ， 3 3 ) . 
Grain diameter (^m) 
_ 
‘~~200 ~ Z o o ‘ m ~ ‘ § 0 0 ‘ ~ 
Grain diameter (am) 
I ‘ 
• Attenuation factors of beta dose in auartz grains. It 
gives the average beta dose within r a d i o a c t i v i r e e quartz 
grains embedded in a clay .atrix containing the radioactivity 
indicated. The upper three curves refer to the u.^er scale and 
the lower three curves to the lower one, (After Mejdahl’ 1979). 
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. f \ r ； 
11 ‘Cuonyao Shim en 
Fig.5.5 Location of the kiln site at Xicun, Guangdong, China. 
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// / / 丨 //广丨 >1/ t \ . \ cultivated 
( r [Hi •) 
pond i ( I� ！ ( \ 〉 肩 / / 。 L ,Z j 
” cultivated land 
‘ --— _ - ... » � -
‘ “ ‘ • - • - • I • • —- ‘― 
Fig.5.6 Huangdigang : the largest location with the richest 
finds at Xicun. 
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一 T i 
• Fig.5.7 Energy-level model for 
丄P 
— ^ L ^ the p r e - d o s e effect in q u a r t z 
(after Z i m m e r m a n , 1 9 7 1 . ) 
——:〜^®®®®"^ :、 IH I i i l l l l ^ ^ ^^^S 
(top v i e w ) (bottom v i e w ) 
F i g . 5 . 8 ( a ) A b o w l in b r o w n g l a z e with i m p r e s s e d d e s i g n . 
wmtrnkm 
F i g . 5 . 8 ( b ) A s m a l l jarlet (the middle o n e ) . 
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(side view) 
Fig.5-8(c) A bowl with brown painting. 
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A c o n i c a l b o w l w i t h s k e t c h y d e s i g n (top v i e w ) . 
mm 
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F i g . 5 . 9 ( a ) A sm a l l h o l e from a c e r a m i c s h e r d i s d r i l l e d by u s i n g 
a d i a m o n d - i m p r e g n a t e d c o r e r . 
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_ 
Fig.5.9(b) A small core of sample obtained by drilling. 
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_ 
( r e f . N o . 6 0 2 7 ) 
i p ^ l l l 
( r e f . No.010ifA) 
F i g . 5 . 1 0 T w o t y p i c a l p o t t e r y s h e r d s from X i c u n kiln s i t e . 
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, , , . P 。 : ， — Rubidium-87 
potassium-40 
\ .. rubidium-87 
丨丨fe: 1.25 X years) (half-nfe： 48 x y^a⑶ 
89.5% 
机 " " 如 . 3 6 MeV) j� 離274 MeV> 
=。二� 她!.unv^O� ；(rontium-87 
似 abk) (stable)� ：�
Table 5.1(a) Radioactive decay schemes of potassium and rubidium. 
radi，22S 6.7 yr 1 la.� 丨 】 。 
I I., 245X�丨prota^t,num-23I 32.8 x y^ 
I thorium-230 75 x JO-' yr 
I (i。「m) .� 丨 2a, 1" 
" ' 7 7 a 3.6 d . -radiuLz^ ^ y r .diuLzZS ,,.4 d 
ra<lon-220 55 sec radorl”,。 . o. . “ 
(thoron) 3.82 d radon-219 4.0 sec 
I 作 I (actinon) 
.� ！a� 丨 3cr, 2/3 I , 
polomum-216 0.16 sec I t 
i� 丨eadJl。� ，，yr P^ 丨。n丨丨跡215 L8 x lO- see 
I, 12/s 一 y i 
I 乂 2召 polonium-210 138 d I ，" 
j 1 l a I - P 
i�口d-208’ stable� 丨 cad-20/ stable lead joT . 
T a b l e 5 . 1 ( b ) R a d i o a c t i v e d e c a y s c h e m e s of t h o r i u m a n d u r a n i u m . 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































S a m p l e N o . (3 C G y D n r i 。 一 4 产 
A yJ D ^ K C I O Gy/yrD TL ac g o C B . P . D 
P H 2 3 . 5 0± 0 . 0 8 1 8 . 6±0 . 1 i i g o + 3 1 
� H 3 2 . 91 ±0,11 3 3 . 3± 0 . 5 8 5 3±3 4 
saturated a s . 3 ± 0 . 3 
P H 3 a . 74±0. 0 1 2 4 . 7± 0 . 5 7 7 a±i a 
‘- — L 
T a b l e 5 . 3 . D a t i n g r e s u l t s o f t h e pk^ i ^ . 
兄 e n ^ r k s : C i . T h e a n n u a l g a j ^ p l ' ^ / c ' o i ^ T S ^ L ^ T ' 
4 . a x i o ^ G y y y r . 
saturation of TL sjLgnaiJl. 
i 
^ 
0 5 4 5 2 4 0 
0 5 1 8 2 4 ' a 已8〇 
®。27 18： 9 = 
9 0 0 4 . g 83〇 
e ㈧ 3 2 0 : 0 
0 7 3 3 3 0 9 79〇 
0 1 0 4 a l e ' o 
1 0 0 4 b 二 � 
確 1 9 : 3 g e o , 
p o 1 
a i a s i T a ^so 
2 S 0 1 二 咖 
0 5 2 6 P S o 
J 二。 saturated 
— — — . 
T a b l e . D a t i n g results of the Xicun samples (Lee, I987). 
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Chapter 6 
Experimental and theoretical investigation 
of the thermoluminescence fading behaviour 
1 Introduction to fading process 
For a mineral sample obeying si mple kinetics CChapter 
7〕， it is well'known that the probability of escape of an 
electron at temperature T in a trap with trap depth E equals 
s'^expC-E/k^TD, where k^ is the Boltzmann constant, s is the 
frequency factor and T is the glow curve temperature. The 
exponential dependence of probability of escape versus 
temperature implies that the hi gher temperature glow peak is 
more stable against thermal loss of trapped electrons. This 
fact is implicitly employed in dating archaeological 
artifacts using additive dose method CFl eming, 1970：), in 
which the glow peaks of interest are the ones that have 
passed the "plateau test". This means that the trap 
associated with the observed glow peak: is deep enough for 
negligible leakage during antiquity. Usually the natural 
glov/ peaks of archaeol ogi cal samples lie in region of 
temperature greater than SOO^'c. However , if the fading of TL 
does not vary much over an appreciate temperature region, a 
plateau is still resulted. An example is the fading of TL in 
modern brick CFig.6.1^, in which there is a substantial loss 
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of TL throughout the glow curve, but the loss is almost 
constant in the last lOO^C region. Therefore passing the 
plateau test is a necessary but not sufficient condition in 
saying that the observed glow peak is a stable one. 
The fading in the modern brick sample is not a nor ma�上�
type of thermal fading’ because at a storage temperature of 
一 1 8 C the fading is not expected based on the kinetics 
consideration. This new type of fading process, called an 
anomalous fading, was first observed in various types of 
feldspar from lava flows CWintle, 1973). It was found that 
there was fading in the 350-400^C region of the glow curve 
by 10-40% during overnight storage after artificial 
irradiation. Other samples which are found to exhibit this 
type of fading includes zircon CBailiff, 1973) and apatite 
CWintle, 1973〕. It should be noted that quartz does not 
appear to suffer from this problem, because fading is not 
observed for two years storage CAiUcen’ 1985). Therefore one 
should be careful in dating fine grain samples because it 
:nay contain minerals that exhibit anomalous thermal fading. 
The implication of fading to the dating result will be 
discussed in the next section. 
At present the commonly accepted explanation for 
anomalous fading is based on quantum mechanical tunnelling 
CMikhailov, 1971； Garlick and Robinson, 19783. It says that 
the wave function describing the trapped electron implies a 
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small but finite probability that it will appear outside the 
energy barrier that retains it, and if th:s wave function 
overlaps that of a nearby centre able accept an electron, 
then a transition may occur. This� ：二nnelling explanation 
suggests that one condition to be held in order for 
anomalous fading to happen is close proximity of traps and 
centres. Based on Mikhailov's model C1971D, the rate of 
detrapping of electron is propor ti cr.al to where t is 
the time elapsed since irradiaticn. 3y integration it 
follows that the number of eie-^rons detrapped is 
proportional to log t. It was reported that CVisocekas, 
1979〕 for most natural minerals the TL lost is in fact 
proportional to log t. The log t dependence of the TL lost 
results in an initial decay, and the decay rate decreases 
for longer storage time. Another feature of anomalous fading 
is that its dependence on storage -.emper at ure is rather 
weak， hence the alternative termi noicrcy ^athermai fading，. 
2 How fading effect affects the ng results 
As already been discussed in the previous section, when 
fine grain method C Zi mmerman, 19713 is ejr.pi eyed to date the 
polymineralic samples’ one has the chance to encounter the 
problem of anomalous fading exhibited by the sample. Tempier 
(11985：) showed that it was possible to remove anomalous 
fading from zircon by holding sajnples at an elevated 
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temperature. CIark and Tempier 〔1988〕 elaborated this work 
in dating brick samples which exhibit anomalous fading. They 
supposed that the TL signal is composed of a superposition 
of a stable and an unstable component. 11 is the unstable 
component that has to be removed to enable such a sample to 
dated. 
The removal of such a fading component is done in two 
approaches. In the first approach, which is the so-called 
pre-measurementreatment, a number of samples irradiated 
with additive doses, plus a set of naturals, were stored in 
an oven so as to remove the unstable TL component. However, 
in attempting to do so, many trials of experiments have to 
be done in order to find a suitable combination of storage 
time and temperature for individual samples. Therefore this 
method is not applicable when there is only a small amount 
of sample available. In the second approach, the TL 
measurements to determine the equivalent dose were made 
conventionally, followed by the use of a correction factor 
CFig.6.2D. Two straight lines are drawn intersecting at the 
data point with natural TL signal, because the natural TL is 
assumed to be composed of stable signal only. The lower 
line, which is the corrected one, is obtained by multiplying 
each data with a correction factor R . To determine R , one 
s 3 
ha_s to per form the storage test with the procedures as 
follows： A number of sample discs, each of the same net 
mass， are weighed and glowed to about SOO^C to erase the 
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natural TL signal. It is not important to which maximum 
temperature the sample is heated and with what heating rate. 
It is only essential that exactly the same thermal 
pretreatment are applied to each of the samples. After that 
each of them are administered an equal amount of dose. Then 
the glow curve of one of them is taken immediately for 
normalization 〔which is the TL when time t=OD. The rests are 
s t o r e d i n a t h e r m o s t a t i c a l l y s t a b l e o v e n a t a c e r t a i n 
temperature. Each of them are taken out after different 
elapsed time and their glow curves taken immediately. A plot 
of the remnant TL CR=TLCtime t^/TLCtime t=0：)) versus storage 
time would tells us how fast the glow peak decays. In the 
experiments performed by Clark and Tempier C1988〕， a stable 
residual TL level R^ was obtained in the R vs t plot. 
It should be noted from figure C6. that if the 
uncorrected equivalent dose is used in the dating, it would 
result in an underestimation of the TL age. Indeed, Stoneham 
and Winter applied this technique to date a collection of 
Italian majolica samples， and after treatment all the 
genuine pieces lay within ±20% of their attributed ages. 
3 Comparison of the semi -analytical prediction with the 
experimental results 
3.1 Predictions given by the unified model 
Based on the discussions on section 6.1, it is clear 
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that there are two types of fading process, namely the 
normal thermal fading and the anomalous fading. In the first 
type,the escape of electrons from the traps is due to normal 
thermal eviction. High temperature glow peak that lies in 
the plateau region does not suffer from this type of fading. 
Classically, the TL intensity of thermally evicted 
electrons, from a trap of depth E at temperature T, with 
respect to the decay time t is expressed as CChen, 1976) 
ICO = n^s' expC-E/k^TD expC-st expC -E/k^TD 3 C6. 1〕 
where s is the frequency factor , E is the trap depth, k 
B 
is the Boltzmann constant, and n^ is the initial number of 
electron in the traps. 
Based on the prediction of the unified model discussed 
in chapter 2， the intensity I.Ct) due to the electrons in 
the i th traps of depth C+V�：) is expressed as 
工 t〔t〕Kh^s expC -V^/k^TDexp -stexpC-V /Ic T)! C6. 2) 
_ 
^^^^^ ML is the initial number of electron in the i th 
traps， V. is the effective height of the i th trap. 
If the electrons are filling up to the j th traps, and 
assuming that s is a constant of the domain. the total 
intensity observed at time t becomes 
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j j 「 
工 Ct)(x E N^h.sexpC-V./k^TDexp -stexpC-V/k lol 〔5.3〕 
i = 1 L I B 
The TL intensity measured after time t normalized to 
that at zero time is the "remnant TL" CRD, which is 
expressed as 
i 
In the present case of normal thermal fading, and 
assuming that h^  is a constant since the hole reservoirs 
usually saturate, Ce. 3) and Ce. 4) combine to give 
J 「 
E N^sexpC -V^/k ^TO exp -stexpC-V /k TD 
R C n o r m a l . = - i ^ ^ — - … 」 〔 6 . 
E ^  s expC 一 V /k TD 
.=1 ‘ L B 
In the treatment of the unified model, anomalous fading 
is resulted due to some of the electron trap V，are 
I 
effectively much smaller than the associated trap depth V 
i 
Ci. e. Vi,«Vi〕， Cbecause some of the traps are at highly 
metastable states, which would decay even under room 
temperature with varying decay constants). Therefore, the 
total TL intensity observed at time t in a crystal 
exhibiting anomalous fading, corresponding to equation 
C6, 3D , is of the form 
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j J ( 
工 Ct〕oc E N^h^sexpC -V> /k^T] expi -stexpC /k T] ) C6. 
I* — i I I B I 
and the corresponding "remnant TL" CRD is 
RCanomalous)= 
J f 
E N^sexp C - V' / k T] e x p J - s t e x p C -V» /k Tl\ 
1=1 “ L V B J 
‘ “ “ — 〔 6 . 7 ) 
J » 
E N. s expC 一 V /k TO 
1 = 1 ‘ L B 
已 己 gj^ggPhor for dosimetry in high level radiation field 
at high temperature CGoksu et al ’ 1988〕： Obsidian 
Obsidian is one of the products of volcanic activity 
formed by the cooling and solidification of silica rich 
component of the magma. The major consitituent obsidian is 
silica but potentially mixed with many other substances 
drawn from the parent magma. The TL sensitivity of obsidian 
is higher as compared with quartz, and some of them have 
been proved to be a good phosphor for dosimetry and 
suggested to be used as dosimeters for laboratory beta 
sources CGoksu et al’ 1988X In the experiments performed by 
Oaksu et al，the samples, obsidians fr^ om Sadinia, were 
heated at 400^0 before irradiations to 0.5,5 and 10 kGy, 
respectively. They were stabilized at 60。C overnight after 
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t 
the irradiations and before the glow curves were taken. The 
glow curves for the natural and the artificially induced TL 
are shown in figure 〔6.3). From the isothermal decay studies 
obtahed at 200^C and 300^C, the 410^C observed peak has the 
following parameters： E=1. 67eV, s=l. 07X10^^sec"\ The 
isothermal decay curves at temperatures 200^C and 300''c are 
shown in figure Ce.4). Since the storage temperatures were 
so high C200 and 300^0 , the glow peaks should suffer from 
norma上 thermal fading. Therefore the theoretical normal 
fading equatioii〔6.3〕is employed to fit C appendix 2) the 
experimental TL fading points, resulting in excellent 
fitting CFig. 6. 4). 
Two conclusions can be drawn from the figure. First, we 
note that the 5k Gy and lOkGy data points, with storage 
temperature of 200^C, exhibit an initial rapid fading and a 
subsequent gradual fading. isothermal decay curves can 
be thought of having a composite feature. The initial rapid 
fading is due to the interference from the glow peak which 
precedes the one under consideration, which is obvious from 
the glow curves in figure C 6 . T h e subsequent gradual 
fading is due to the fact that the storage temperature is 
too high as to cause a continuous isothermal fading of the 
observed glow peak. This point is confirmed by the excellent 
fitting of the 5k Gy and lOkGy data points, with storage 
temperature of aoo'^c, with the initial rapid fading part 
removed. 
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Secondly, one notes that the samples irradiated with 
different dosages suffer the same fading rate. when storing 
at a temperature of SOO'^C. It is because the storing 
temperature is so hi gh that, the trapped electrons, 
irrespective of the level they are filling up, are thermally 
evicted quickly and almost no electron left after an hour,s 
storage. Therefore the three fading curves coincide 
〔Fig. 6. 4). 
i 
3. 3 Fading of TL in Oligoclase feldspar in powder form 
〔Tyler and McKeever , 1988：) 
The samples used were polycrystal1ine samples of 
Oligoclase feldspar of unknown origin. High-form and 
low-form of f el dspars were used in the experiments. The 
low/high-rorm transitions was achieved by high temperature 
vacuum annealing� ： the samples were sealed inside quartz 
丄 s at a pressure of ICT? torr and anneal ed at various 
temperatures, up to lOOo'^G, for lOOhr CTyler and McKeever, 
1988：). The glow curves for the low-form sample 〔Fig. 6. SCaD) 
appear in close similarities with those of the samples of 
obsidians from Sardinia shown in figure C6.3D. However, 
those glow curves for the high-form samples CFig. 6. SCbDD are 
rather uni que in the feature showing a jumbo single peak 
extending widely about aSO^C, The corresponding isothermal 
TL fading at room temperature vs storage time expressed in 
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terms of "remnant TL vs storage time" for both the low- and 
high — form samples are reproduced in figure C6. 6D and 〔6.7：)’ 
respectively. It is evident from the feature pf the 
experimental isothermal fading curve of the glow peak at 
28oOc, that for the low-form samples the fading at an early 
stage is due to short-lived components and the subsequent 
constant part is due to the TL component which does not fade 
under room temperature. To check if this consideration is 
justifiable, equation C6.7) which is for the anomalous 
isothermal fading of TL with time is used to fit the 
experimental fading points, which results in a very poor 
fitting CFig.6.6D. For the high-form samples, the TL fading 
under room temperature continues with the storage time 
rather adruptly in the initial stage, up to one day in the 
present case， then becomes gradually but continuously with 
the storage time. It is believed to be the real anomalous 
fading. Fitting of the experimental TL fading for the 
high-form sample using equation .C6. 15D , which is for the 
normal ‘thermal fading， results in a failure as shown in 
figure C6.7CbDD, However, the experimental data points were 
fitted to equation 〔6.7：)， which is for the anomalous thermal 
fading. 
3.4 Fading of TL in authentication samples 
Eight samples, four from the Tung Wan archaeological 
site and four from Guangdong Xicun site C Chapter 5〕were 
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tested for fading by the storage test. The procedures of the 
experiment are outlined in section 6.2. The net mass of each 
sample discs ranges from 1.5-3.0 mg. Artificial doses of 
beta ranging from 4 to 12 Gy were administered to the 
samples, being larger for the fine grain samples. The 
duration of the test lasts for four days. The temperature of 
the thermostatically stable oven is set at 85±50c. For each 
kind of samples, several discs of naturals were also put 
into the oven to check for stability of the natural signal. 
The result of ‘ the storage test is shown in table C6. ID. 
Except for sample No.TW31, all samples do not show signs of 
fading within error limits. From the plot of the isothermal 
fading curve of sample No. TW31, one observes an initial 
rapid fading and a gradual fading afterwards CFig. 6. 8Ca：)：). 
Attempt to fit the whole experimental isothermal TL fading 
points with equations C6. 5D and C6. 7：) have resulted in 
failure CFig. 6. 8Cb3D . However , by eliminating the early part 
of TL fading, which shows a rather abrupt decay from the 
• whcde fading points, the remaining points were well fitted 
with equation C6. 5D , but not with equation C6. 7D 
CFig. 6. SCcDD. Therefore, the fading in this sample might not 
be anomalous in origin. 
6.3.5 Conclusions 
Based on the evidences of the experimental findings 
discusseci in the previous sections, two distinctive types of 
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anomalous TL fading have been categorized which are 
reproducible by means of the semi-analytical formulas for a 
normal and an anomalous thermal fading, respectively. One 
type which shows an apparently anomalous fading is 
characterized by a glow curve with the glow peak concerned 
distinctively separated from the preceding glow peaks, and 
the isothermal TL fading as a function of storage time shows 
a rather rapid in the early part and thereafter a gradual 
fading or no fading at all, depending on the storage 
temperature. The other type is a real anomalous TL fading 
which is characterized by a glow curve showing a jumbo peak 
extending widely about the glow peak concerned. The 
/ 
isothermal TL fading as a function of storage time for the 
high temperature glow peak concerned shows an unique feature 
of fading with storage time under ambient temperature 
CFig. 6. SCbDD, 
For a sample exhibiting an apparently anomalous fading, 
and as far as the purpose of dating is concerned, the 
short-lived unstable TL components can be eliminated from 
the experimental isothermal fading with storage time under a 
reasonably elevated storage temperature Csection 6. 2：). If 
the storage temperature is not too high, the thermal fading 
will reach a stable level of TL after the initial rapid 
fading. If the storage temperature is too high as to cause a 
continuous isothermal fading of the glow peak concerned, the 
supposedly stable level of TL which is required in TL 
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dating of the sample can be obtained by extrapolating the 
gradually fadi ng part to zero-time Ce.g. as shown in 
Fig. 6. 40. 
6. 4 Dose-dependent. TL f adi ng of various minerals 
Dose-dependent fading effect was observed in obsidian 
irradiated with O. 5kGy, 5kGy and lOkGy CFig. 6. 4) CGoksu et 
al， 1988) : the larger the dose administered to the sample, 
！�
the larger the fading rate. The dependence on dose was 
remarkably strong when the administered dose were close to 
saturation level, which is of the order of kGy. 
In the present experiments, several mineral samples 
were tested for dose-dependent fading, including Microcline 
feldspar 〔from South Dakota, U.S.A.)， Beryl Cfram Maine, 
U.S.A.)， F1 uori te 〔Illinois， U.S.A.〕， Apatite Corigin 
unknown3^ as well as quartz extracted from archaeoi ogi cai 
sampl es f rem Tung Wan si te CChsipte广 Since the dose rate 
of our beta source C Sr -90D is about 0.83 Gyy mi n, it is 
impossible to irradiate the samples to a dose level close to 
saturation. I nvesti gati ons were still made to see if the 
samples exhibit dose-dependent fading with the dose level of 
the order of tens of Gy. 
The same experimental procedures as described in 
1工 ain grateful to the Department of Geography in providing 
those mineral samples for experimentation. 
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section 6. a were employed in the storage test experiment, 
except that different dosages were administered in the 
present case. The oven temperature was set at 180±5Oc. Beta 
dose of O. 825Gy and 2.48Gy were administered to fluorite. 
The observed glow peak is at 310°C. It can be seen from the 
glow curves of the samples with immediate readout and 
storing in oven for Ihr, that the observed glow peak is a 
pronounced one and is well separated from the other glow 
peaks. The glow peak remains stable over the experimental 
duration of four days CTable 6.2D. 
Beta dose of 0.825， 2. 48 and 4.13 Gy were administered 
to the samples of apatite. Glow curves obtained after 
different ti me interval corresponding to the three dose 
levels are shown in figure C6.9D. From the shape of the glow 
curves, there appears to have two glow peaks at about 310^C 
o 
and 340 C. If the isothermal decay curves of "remnant TL 
CRD ” versus "storage time C t) •. of three dose levels are 
plotted without considering the interference of the observed 
glow peaks by the one preceding them, one gets an apparent 
dose-dependent fading result 〔Fig.6.ICO. However, the 
pronounced peak at about for the glow curve of 
immediate readout would obviously interfere the glow peaks 
at 31 O^C. Besides， the two peaks at 310 and 340^G are too 
close that their overlapping effect cannot be neglected. 
Therefore i t was attempted to resolve the whole glow curves 
into constituent single glow peak s. Si mi1ar work has been 
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done by Ganguly and Kaul CI984) in which the experimental 
glow curve for natural f 1 uori "te was resolved into 
constituent peaks. For first approximation, the single glow 
peaks are taken to be of gaussian shape of the following 
form 
A.exp<- CCT-T > C6. 8〕 
I. Ol 1 
where T is the glow curve temperature， A. is the peak height, 
T . is the position of the glow peak and or: is the wid"th of 
CJ \ I 
glow peak. 
From the shape of the whole glow curve, the number of 
single peaks comprising it as well as thei r locations CT ) 
Oi 
could be determined. If the glow curve is composed of J 
gaussians, then equation 〔6.9：) is fitted to the experimental 
data： 
J 
E A. exp< -rCT-T 〉 C6. 93 
I Ot T, 
1= 1 
where A. and cr‘ are the parameters to be determined. The 
V V 
fitting program is shown in appendix 3. The fitting result 
CFig.6. IID shows that all the glow curves could be 
successfully fitted. The isothermal decay curves of the 310 
and 340°G resolved peaks were plotted again。 The result 
shows that the 310^G peak decay very quickly and the 340^C 
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peak is indeed stable CFig. 6. 12D. The decay curve of the 
3 1 p e a k of the three levels coincide within error limits, 
implying that there is no dose-dependent fading in it. 
For the case in Microcline feldspar, the glow peaks 
shifted to higher temperature end for increased storage time 
in oven, and a glow peak at si mi 1 ar position could not be 
identified from the glow curve at immediate read out 
〔Fig. 6. 13〕• This implies that the glow curve of Microcline 
feldspar is composed of many constituent peaks and their 
positions could not be identified,, therefore the resolving 
procedure could not be employed here, 
Beta doses of 7. 43,10. O and 12. 4 were administered to 
the samples of quartz. There is a pronounced glow peak at 
31 O^C CFig. 6. 14：) and it is well separated from the other 
glow peaks. Therefore direct read out of the glow peak is 
permissible. The isothermal fading curves are shown in 
figure C6.15D, in which repeated trials of the experiment 
was perf ormed. There is an appreciable fading of the 
glow peak, but the three decay curves corresponding to 
different dose levels coincide within the error limit. The 
effect of dose-dependent fading is not observed here. 
Similar results were obtained for the Beryl samples CTable 
6. 2 D . 
Of all the mineral samples being tested, none of them 
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exhibit the dose-dependent fading effect. Probably one has 
to give a dose close to the saturation level > as suggested 
by Goksu CI988：) , in order to observe the effect. 
i 
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• Courttjj,如‘‘ ：* fcounfcs^Deg 13-1 * 
' l L • 
Mothlat* T•吵‘ (C) » „ , i , 2e»� 仆tt 
Hotrplate T-mp^  (C》 
Cotirits/Deg » , 
X IB'^2 Count 3-| X ie'^2 
. ^ L A /A 
9 200 499' r — ^ ~ — , 
<C> " 289 
i Hotplat* Tenp. <C) 
F i g . 6 . 1 3 G l o w c u r v e s of M i c r o c l i n e a f t e r s t o r i n g i n o v e n - f o r 
d i f f e r e n t time t . Tiie s h a r p c u t - o f f i n T L i n t k e t = 0 h r c u r v e 
is d u e to t h e p r e s e n c e of a l i g h t s h u t t e r which o b s t r u c t s 
t h e T L f r o m e n t e r i n g the p h o t o — m u l t i p l i e r t u b e . 
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C o u n t s / D e g 
X� 丄 8 ^ 2 
15-| 
le：� 七 虹 A 
5:. / V 
； / \ I 
el n f ^ , Jil 
‘ ® 2 9 8 4 8 8 
H o t p l a t e T e m p . C O 
i 
C o u n t s > * D e g 
X 丄 8� 二�
20-1 
j A 
丄 5 : t=0 h r J \ 
i 八 . 
5 fV V 
： V 
4 ~ ~ ~ , — — , , _ _ ^ 丨 
u + ，�
H o t p l a t e T e m p , (C> 
G l o w c u r v e s of q u a r t z a f t e r s t o r i n g i n o v e n f o r d i f f e r e n t 
time t . It could b e s e e n that the 310°G g l o w p e a k is c l e a r l y 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































S a m n l p D o s e S t o r a g e time i n。 v e n (hr) 
S a m p l e p e a k r e c e i v e d V (R)� 丄 。 。 。 
tgmp. (Gy) \ ~ ~ 
\ 0 1 ^ 18 lf0 93 
^0^05 1』 0 0-97 0.95 0.96 0.93 
-Fluorit<‘ 310 : 
‘ ) r O� 工 肩 令 ， 丨�
.� 二 斗 d 0 . 0 3 " 1 . 0 0 1.01 0 . 9 9 '1.01 
込奶 0；07~ 0 . 7 0 0>66 0 . 6 7 0,63 
Apatite 340 ^•⑶ 二《之 0-61 0.59 0.59 0.V7 
、 1 5 1 』 0 之 0 - 6 1 0 . 5 9 0 . 5 3 ""“0.59 “ 
0.07 
0-S8 -0.73 0 . 5 7 0 . i f l 
Quartz 310 则 0.90 0.8if 0 . 3 6 0 ； 2 2 
^ 
二 丄 卜 ” 6 0.54 0 . 3 7 0.19 
a ! 0 7 ^ 0.33 0 . 5 1 0.55 
1.00+""“.飞 
Beryl 350 p.07" 口 .63 0.60 
0.85 0.75 0.6if 0.56 0.52 
Table 6.2 Results of storage test of several mineral samples. 
(Note that the glow curves of apatite have not yet been resolved 




C h a p t e r T 
Single-peak and multiple-peak 
thermoluminescence kinetics studies 
An introduction to the first and second order 
thermoluminescence kinetics 
Thermoluminescence 〔TL〕 kinetics deals with the 
I 
movement of electrons and holes during the trap filling 
process when electron-hole pairs are produced by high energy 
radiations and the recombination/retrapping process when the 
trapped electrons and hoies are thermally evicted. A better 
understanding of the TL kinetics is no doubt a better 
understanding of the TL mechanism itself. Randall and 
Wilkins C1943) were the pioneers in this field, and their 
proposed first order kinetics is influential over the past 
forty years. Later, Garlick and Gibson 〔1948〕 allow the 
electron rstrapping prooess and proposed the still 
well-known second order kinetics. The aim of this section is 
to discuss briefly these two kinds of kinetics and their 
drawbacks. 
The treatment of both kinds of kinetics is based on the 
simple two-level model CJohnson, 1939;Williams, 1949〕 
CFig.7.ID. In this model there is only one kind of electron 
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trap E and one kind of hole trap R. TL results when 
electrons are thermally released from E and recombine with 
the holes in R. To clarify the discussion to be followed 
below， the following notations are adopted: 
^c = concentration of electrons in the conduction band 
= concentration of holes in the valence band 
n = concentration of electrons in electron traps 
N = concentration of available electron traps having 
depthj E below the conduction band 
^h� 二 concentration of holes in recombination centres 
Nh 二 concentration of available hole centres 
口t = retrapping cross-section for electrons in the 
conduction band 
o^h = trappi ng cross-section for holes in the val ence 
band 
r^ = recombination cross-section for electrons in the 
conduction band with holes in centres 
f = electron-hole generation rate due to" nuclear 
radiation 
Consider the trap-filling process first. Fol1owing the 
treatment by Chen, McKeever and Durrani C1981D, four rate 
equations concern!ng n , n, n and n^ can be written as 
c V h 
fol1OWS： 
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dn,dt = f - n a n ^ _ n^CN-nDc^ C7. laD 
dn/dt = C7. lb. 
d n / d t = f - n C N - n Dc^ r 7 … 
V V h h h ^ r . l o j 
dn /dt = n CN -n D - n n cr r? i h、 
h V h h c h V I d〕 
The meaning of the equations is clear. As an example, 
consider the rate of change of the concentration of 
electrons in the conduction band Cn^) in eqn C7, la〕. It 
increases with the rate of electron-hole pair production 
CO，decreases with the rate of recombination process with 
the holes C -n^A^n^D and decreases with the rate of 
retrapping by the empty electron t r a p s 〔 - n 〔 N - T h e 
C t 
rest of the equations can be written down by similar 
reasoning. It is essential that direct b a n d - t o - b a n d 
transi tion, indirect centre-to-centre transitions and 
thermal release of trapped electrons are ignored CFig. 7. 
Finally， for charge neutrality requirement, we have 
n + n = n + n ^^ ^^ 
c V h C 7 . 2 ) 
However , the process that most concerns us is the 
trap-emptying process that give rise to luminescence. 
Following the same argument above, the equations for the 
rate of change of n^, n and n^ can be written down， with p 
denoting for the probability of eviction of electrons from 
trap T at temperature T： 
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dn /'dt = np — n CN—rOc/ - n n o- c 7 "^ a) 
c c t c h r "" 
dn/dt = n C N-nD a — np C7. 3b〕 
C t-
dn,/dt = -n n ex c y ^广）�
h c h r ^ ‘ • 义 j 
Note that in C7. 3a, b, c.') the retrapping of electrons in 
trap T after its eviction is allowed. This is forbidden in 
the first order kinetics treatment as discussed later. It is 
assumed that at the beginning of the trap emptying period 
the free carrier concentration in the valence and conduction 
bands are zero, and again the direct band-to-band and 
indirect centre-to-centre transitions are ignored. Thus the 
neutrality condition now becomes 
� 十 n = 〜 C 7 . 4〕 
We ignore p in the trap-filling process. It is 
justified because in the trap filling process the sample is 
assumed to be i rradiated at ambient temperature, under which 
the glow peaks of interest should be stable over the 
archaeological age. 
Without imposing certain assumptions, the set of 
simultaneous differential equations C7.3〕 cannot be exactly 
solved. The normal assumptions employed are CChen et al， 
1981): 
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Ci〕 The concentration of electrons in the conduction band is 
much less than that in the electron traps, i.e. 
CiiD The rate of change of the free electrons is much less 
than the rate of change of the electrons in the traps, 
i . e . 
i 
dn^/dt « dn/dt C7. 6) 
丁he criteria CiD and CiiD combine to imply that, once 
the electrons are happened to be in the free state Cie。 in 
the conduction band), it will either be recombined with the 
holes in the hole traps or be retrapped into electrons traps 
very quickly. 
Employing the assumption in C7. 6D , 〔7.3a：) reduces to 
pn 
n = — 
c o* rik 十 o* C N - n ) 
r h t 
Substituting into C7. 3c：) , one gets 
dn pno" n 
h = _ ^ t h 
dt a n^ + CN-n) 
r h t 
Employing〔7.5：)’ it simplifies to 
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d n p n ^ 
h 一 
dt 一 n + o<N-nD 
where retrappi ng-recombinati on cross section ratio. 
But the TL at time t CIC tD：) is Just the rate of 
recombination of hoi es and electrons in hole trap R, i.e. 
-dn^ydt, therefore, one gets the so-cali ed general-one-trap 
equation: 
dn^ n^s expC -E/k TD 
工〔O = — = r 7 y i 
dt n+ oCNf一n〕 ^ 
Randall and Wi1k i ns C19453 imposed the criterion that 
the probability of retrapping of electrons is negligible 
compared wi th the probability of recombination wi th the 
hoi es， i.e. 
a n， » cr CN-n) C7. 8) 
r h t 
Applying C7. 8D .together with C7. 4〕 and C7. 6D , 〔7.7) 
reduces to 
IC tD = 一 dn/dt = ns expC -E/k TD 〔7.9) 
B 
In actual TL experiments, one usually apply a 1i near 
o —1 
heati ng rate (3 C i n Csec D in taki ng the gl ow curve. 
Writing T=丁。+/?t, where T^ is the ini tial ambient temperature 
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and density nCt=OD=n^, C7.9) can be integrated easily： 
T 
工〔t) = n^s expC -EXk^TD expC -C J- expC -E/k^TDdiJ〔7.10) 
T 
O 
This is the well known first-order kinetics equation. A 
typical single-peak first order glow peak curve is shown 
CFig. 7. 3〕making use of the parameters E=leV, n 
o " 
和 IQOcsec-i, The computer program used 
for calculation, which is written in Basic language, .is 
shown in appendix 4. It can be seen at first sight that the 
peak is not symmetric. 
The first glow peak has a characteristic that the peak 
temperature T* does not change with doses 〔Fig. 7. 4). But 
even for this kind of simple kinetics, there is no simple 
exac"t relation between the trap depth E and the peak 
temperature� 丁 兴 . T h e i r relation is found by setting the 
differentia丄 of 〔7.9〕 equals zero CAitken, 1985)’ that is, 
when 
n s expC -E^k^TD < C E/k^T^D dT/dt - s expC -E々 TD >=〇 
B 
which reduces to 




where /?=dT/dt and T* is the peak temperature. 
However, in practice, many experimental glow peaks do 
vary as the radiation doses and the heating rate and the 
shape of glow peak differ appreciably from that of the first 
order peak. With regard to C7.7)’ Garlick and Gibson (1948) 
imposes the opposite assumption to 〔7.8) instead. They 
assumed that the retrapping process dominates, i.e. 
« 、 … n 〕 C 7 . i a D 
Using C7.12D and noting that N»n， C7.7〕 reduces to 
2 
I(t) = ^ expC-E/k^T^ (7.13) 
Note the exponent two of n in C7.13) which reprsents 
the kinetic order. Equation C7.13) can be integrated to give 
the second-order kinetics equation 
来 
n s expC-E/k ID 
ICTD = o B 
^T^ ^r^ ; (7.14) 
1 — J expC -E/k TDdT 




A typical sing丄e—peak second order glow curve is shown 
〔Fig.7.5〕 making use of the parameters E=leV， 
no=10iVcm3，s*=10i。sec-i，萨 10Ocsec-i，To=25Oc. The computer 
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program used for calculation is shown in appendix 5. It can 
be seen that the glow peak temperature shifts to the lower 
temperature ends for increased dosage CFig.7.6D. 
By comparing CFig.7. 3〕and CFig. 7. 5) one finds that the 
second order glow peak is more symmetric and it displays 
more TL during the second half of the peak than a first 
order curve does. It is resonably so because the second 
order kinetics exhibit retrapping process and the light 
emission is ： delayed compared to that of the first order 
process. 
Besides the conventional first and second order 
kinetics， May and Partridge 〔1964) suggested the probability 
of partial order kinetics mechanism, in v/hich the kinetics 
order b in 〔7.15：) is neither 1 nor 2’ 
b� 来�
工 C t ) = n s expC -E/k TD C7. IS) 
Integration of C7. 15D yields 
s n^ expC-E/k^TD 
~~ ~ ‘ ‘ T xTTJZTTZ 〔 7 . 1 ① 
「4� 上〔 b - l ) s� 广T -.hy<h-±> 
1 + ~ ^ — — J expC -E/k^TDdT 
L T -
O 
wh枕e s However, the partial order kinetics 
mechanism is entirely empirical and there does not exist a 
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physical agrument leading to it CChen and Kirsh, 1981). 
Applicability of the first order kinetics, the second 
order order kinetics or the partial order kinetics is based 
on the validity of the assumptions C7. 5〕and C7. 6D , and 
Maxia〔1980〕has exanuned this theoretically by applying the 
principle of minimum entropy production. The result shows 
that the concentration of electrons in the conduction band 
does remain steady. However, the approxin.ation is unreliable 
in the initial state of the process of thermal release of 
electron and their radiative recombination with trapped 
holes. Several workers (Kelly et al 〔1971〕， Shenker and Chen 
〔1972〕and Hagebeuk and fCivits CI 976〕）solved the rate 
equations numerically without the approximations C7.5D and 
几 e result CFig. 7. 7〕shows that the approximations 
are valid only for a particular range of the parameters. 
7-a� 括 c e n t developments made by P. W. Levy C1983’84,85) 
One or the main tasks in kinetics studies is to 
determine the trap depth parameters E and frequency factor 
s，and numerous methods devoted to this purpose have been 
developed, such as the initial rise method CGarlick and 
Oibson’ 1948)， the fractional glow method CGobrecht and 
Hofmann, 1966)，the whole glow peak method CHalperin et al， 
I960)， the peak shape method CChen, 1969)， the isothermal 
decay method 〔Randall and Wilkins, 1945〕 and so forth. 
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However’ the most reliable method, although computationally 
tedious， seems to be the curve fitting method CMohan and 
Chen, 1970., because it utilizes the data of the whole glow 
curve. But recently the best-fit procedure based on the 
first and second order kinetic-^ 
nettles has produced the 
following anomalous results CLevy, 1984D：�
Ci) Physically unmeaningful pre-exponenthi parameters Cs 
for first order and s* for second order〕；�
i 
Cii〕 Unusually small activation energy values (E〕 with very 
large s values; 
Ciii〕 The glow peaks in some systems cannot be fitted to 
either the first or second order kinetics. 
7.2.1 Single peak kinetics 
With regard to these problems. Levy" C1984〕 obtained 
numerical solutions to the general-one-trap equation 〔7.7〕 
without imposing the assumptions 〔7.8〕 or C7.iaD. Computer 
program is written Cappendix 6D to solve〔7.7〕numerically 
by the Runge-Kutta fourth-order method CHubin, 1978). The 
mentioned method is a popular one in solving first order 
differential equations and is accurate in the sense that the 
overall error term introduced is of fourth order of the step 
increment chosen. A typical glow curve is calculated 
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employing the parameters s^io'^sec"", 67, 
E=leV’N=10%nr3’no=l0i5cnr3 and 〔Fig. 7. 8). 
Levy 〔1983〕 carried out the comparison between the 
general-one-trap kinetics with the first order and second 
order kinetics by regarding the former curve as 
"experimental data" and then they were best fitted to the 
latter curves. The idea of the best-fit procedure is 
essentially the same as the one discussed in Chapter 4. The 
root mean square deviation between the computed theoretical 
curve and the datas is computed, and the procedure continues 
by changing the fitting parameters n。，s Cor s*〕 and E until 
a minimum value of the deviation is obtained. Fitting 
programs Cappendix 7，8) as well as the results 
CFig.7.9〔a〕，c:b〕〕are presented. The best-fit parameters are 
different from that by Levy〔1983〕because of a different (3 
value. One can see from the figures that the fittings are 
qiiite good in the upper part’ but not for the lower part 
tails. The second order curve has a perfect fit to the 
"data points- as it should be since for the 
general-one-trap equation just reduces to the second order 
equation. The result shows that the fitting procedure 
reproduces the original parameters when the correct kinetics 
equation is used. However, other best fit parameters do not 
reproduce the parameters in computing the "data" 〔Levy, 
1985:>. Thus the glow curves computed from C7. 7D is just 
approximated by the first ad second order equations. 
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M u l t i p l e p e a k k i n e t i c s 
T h e d i s c u s s i o n c o n c e r n i n g t h e s i n g l e g l o w p e a k s o r a r 
“ r e l i e d o n a n a s s u m p t i o n t h a t t h e c h a r g e s r e l e a s e d f r o m 
o n e o f o f t r a p s d o n o t i n t e r a c t w . t H o t h e r t ^ e o r 
t r a p s . A p a r t i c u l a r t y p e o f t r a p i s c h a r a c t e r i z e d . 
S i n g l e s e t o . N , H a n . s v a l u e s . H o w e v e r , 啦 n y 
^ ^ u d h g s s u g g e s t t h a t i n t e r a c t i o n b e t w e e n d i f f e r e n t t y p e o r 
t^raps d o o c c u r . A s t r o n . e v i d e n c e i s t h e p h o t o t r a n s r e r 
- f ^ e c t ’ i n W h i c h t h e e x p o s u r e o f s a m p l e s t o b e f o r e 
丁L i n t r o d u c e s o . p e a k s a t 1 o w e . t e . p e . a t u . e 
W h i c h a r e a b s e n t f o r t h e s a m p l e s w i t h o u t e x p o s u r e C W i n t l e 
a n d H u n t l e y , 1 9 7 9 3 . 
T h e p r o b l e m i s tacklj=»H k、广 r 
lac^ c l e d b y L e v y C 1 9 8 3 D w h o h a s 
g e n e r a l i z e d t h e . e n e . a l - o n e - t . a p e q u a t i o n C 7 . 7 〕 t o a 
“ 巧 u - i o n s t h e i n t e r a c t i v e T L . i n e t . c s e . u a t . o n s . 
B a s i c a l l y t h e i d e a i s t h e f^ r^ i i . 
t h e f o l l o w i n g� ： c o n s i d e r a s y s t e m 
j d i f f e r e n t o . e l e c t r o n t . a p s a n . o n e o . 
h o l e t r a p . E a c h t r a p h a s a p r o . a . i . . . , t o c a p t u r e e l e c t i o n s 
a n d t h e e l e c t r o n r e t r a p p i 叩 c r o s s s e c t i o n o f t h e . - t h t r a p 
I S d e n o t e , b y A n e l e c t r o n r e l e a s e , r . o . o n e 
t^rap i s r e t r a p p e d i n t o a n o t h e r ， a n d i n t M s w a y t h e t r a p s 
丄 n t e r a c t ^ . T h e�广 e c o m M n a t�土 o n o r a n e l e c t i o n w i t . t h e H o l e s 
P r e s e n t ^ i n t . e h o l e t . a p , d e n o t e , b y 〜 、 ^ ^ e r i s e t o�几�
C F i g . 7 . I C O . D e n o t i n g N + He.� 丄�
n g N. a s t h e c o n c e n t r a t i o n o f t h e i — t h 
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type Of electron trap，N^ as the concentration of the single 
type Of hole trap, n^ as the trapped electron concentration 
at time t and n^ as the trapped hole concentration at time 
t’ the interactive kinetic equations describing the electron 
emptying process can be written as�：�
dn. 
= -n^s^expC-E^/k TD�十 f" ^  a s . e x p C - E / J c TD 
I t I B J 
r cr. chf - n 〕 ^ 
^ t i 
. J C 7 . 1 7 a D 
E o-.CN.-n D 
r ^ t V i 
d n j d n 
I〔t) = 一 L_ = - r _ L 
dt , ^  ^ C7. 17b：) 
1 = 1 
cf.三 cf /a 
^ “ r 〔 7 . 1 7 c ) 
where the existence nr rv i V K ^ „ , • 
Of 〔7.17b〕 relies on the assumption that 
？ ^ o -化 e first term in C7. 17a3 describes the thermal 
•detrappxng from the i-th kind of trap, the rirst bracket 
gives the total electron concentration in the conduction 
band at time t and the second bracket gives the fraction of 
conduction band electrons to become trapped on the i-th kind 
of trap. 
As an example, consider that there are three kinds of 
traps present, i.e.J=3. Equation C7.17a3 then represents 
three simultaneous first order differential equations. They 
cannot be exactly solved, and computerized numerical method 
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is applied C appendix 9) in calculation. To examine the 
dependence of the equations to the values of the initial 
charge concentration n。、 Ci=l’2’3〕， three glow curves with 
different set of n^^ values are shown in figure 7.11’ and it 
demonstrates two qualitative properties. First. the glow 
peak temperature shifts to the higher temperature side as 
the applied dosage is decreased. Second, the relative 
heights of the peaks decrease with increasing temperature at 
high doses and increase with increasing temperature at low 
dose〔Levy，1985：). 
I 
One may suspect that the set of equations〔7.17a) 
should be reduced to a set of j independent first order 
equation in the lin.it 《 i， because it is Just the 
assumption one employed in arriving at the first order 
kinetks equation〔7.10). This is confirmed by calculating 
several general-one-trap glow curves each corresponds to a 
different cr value CFig. 7. 13〕. One finds that in the 01 
.case， the general-one-trap glow curve matches with the first 
order glow curve very well. 
To obtain the information on whether interactive glow 
peaks are approximated by the first and second order 
kinetks’ the interactive TL kinetics glow curve is regarded 
as "data" and is fitted to first and second order glow 
curves. The result shows that the fittings are quite good at 
the upper part of the glow curves, but not at the tails, and 
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the first order equation is appreciably better 
CFig. 7. 13,14：). 
7. 3 The unified model kinetics 
Based on the concepts of the distribution of the trap 
depths V. and the number af equal depth traps N^ CChapter 
2 )， t h e TL intensity due to the thermal release of the 
electrons in the i th trap in a particular domain is in the 
form of〔7.10)，‘ with 〜replaces by N. and E by V. , i.e. 
I i 
广 T 
工‘⑶ a N^s expC-V^/k^TD exp|jc- expC-V^/k^TDdrj (7.18〕 
o 
An important assumption employed here is that the 
retrapping of the electrons is not allowed. Recalling from 
Chapter 2 that 
. C 7 . 1 9 D 
幼 d =� 艺 C 7 . 2 0 3 
and assuming that the electrons have filled up to the 
j一depth， then overall TL intensity is 
i j 
lJ〔TD = £ IJctD 
i = 1 
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=Ci|i2i、expC-V^/k^TD exp|jc- e x p C d x } C7. aiD 
o 
where C is a proportional constant. 
C7.21〕is the unified model single peak equation. A 
computer program is written for calculating the glow curve 
Cappendix lO〕. essence of〔7.21) is the effect of the 
trap depth distributions, of the form C7.19D, to the thermal 
release of electrons. Dependence of the shape of glow peaks, 
peak temperature and the full width at half maximum CFWHM〕 
of the glow peaks upon various parameters are investigated: 
Ci)Dependence on frequency factor s CFig.7.15〔a)，〔tO): 
The glow peak temperature and the FWHM decreases on 
increasing s. It is Justified because s can be regarded as 
the number of attempts of electron escape per unit time. 
Cii3Dependence on trap depth of shallowest trap V 
CFig. 7. 16Ca3 ,Cb3D：�
The larger V。， the deeper the trap depths and hence the 
higher the glow peak temperature. 
CiiiDDependence on trap depth separation constant 6 
CFig. 17CaD ,CbDD： 
As can be seen from figure C2.1) in chapter a, more low 
lying traps appear for a smaller 6, therefore the weighted 
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average of the trap depth Ci.e. J： VN./I： N.D is deeper， 
i ‘ ‘ i ‘ 
hence the glow peak temperature appears higher. 
Civ) Dependence on the j value CFig. 7. ISCaD , CbDD�：�
For larger j value, the electrons are filled up to a 
shallower trap， therefore the weighted average of the trap 
depth is shallower, hence the glow peak temperature is 
1ower. 
Cv3Dependence pn the heating rate f3 CFi g. 7. 1 9CaD , CbDD�：�
For a higher heating rate’ there is a larger thermal 
lag for the electrons to be thermally released, hence the 
glow peak temperature is higher. 
The unified model single peak equation C7.21〕 
incorporates the shape of the usual first and second order 
kinetics. It resembles a first order peak in the sense that 
there is no retrapping of electrons. However, the unified 
model glow peak rises more quickly in the tails than first 
order peak because of the characteristics of the trap depth 
distribution. This maJces the peak more symmetric in shape 
and in this aspect it resembles the second order peak. 
For multiple peak kinetics, suppose that there are J 
types of domai ns present leading to J types of trap 
distributions. The overall glow peak is Just the sum of the 
j independent glow peaks because retrapping of electrons is 
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not allowed CFig. 7. 20〕. The glow curve, in the case where 
J =3 ’ i s gi ven by 
3 n ^ 
工〔D r l u l r ^ f x p C - V i ^ / k B l O e x p f / i — ^ , e x p C - V . / k ^ I O d T j 
L ^o I J 
C 7 . 2 2： ) 
wher e V = V + K / i 
\ L I 
Comparison of the unified model to the interactive 
kinetics is made by fitting C7. 32> to C7.17aD CFig. 7. 21). By 
comparing the best-fit of the unified model kinetics in 
figure C7.ai3 with the best-fit of the conventional first 
order kinetics in figure 〔7.13)， one finds that they 
resemble each other nearly exactly. This happens because the 
best fit J； CI=1,2,3D values are about 35， which means that 
the electrons have filled up to the trap near the continuum 
region. Since the number of trapped electrons are increased 
—according to〔7.20), the weighted average of the trap depth 
lies nearly in the continuum region, in which the trap depth 
distribution character vanishes. Therefore C7.223 reduces to 
three independent first order glow peaks. 
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7.4 Glow curves behaviour of CaSO� ： Dy and CaF� ： Mn TL 
4 2 
phosphors 
The previous discussions on the TL kinetics are on a 
theoretical basis. A well established theory should predict 
the experimental evidences as well. This section concerns 
N^ ith comparing the experimental glow peaks of CaSO� ： Dy and 
4 
CaF2:Mn phosphors with the theoretical predictions. Those 
phosphors are studied because they are the simplest possible 
TL emitters that produce， or appear to produce, glow curves 
that contain a single TL glow peak. 
The CaSO^： Dy phosphor is supplied by the Harshaw 
chemical company. It has a main glow peak at about aso'^c. 
Attempts to fit the glow curve by the unified model single 
peak kinetics C7.21) employing a frequency factor of 
3X10〜ec i and a trap depth parameter of 1 . 37eV CFiorella 
产 al, 1976D is made CFig. 7. 22). The fitting is not 
satisfactory in the sense that the theoretical FWHM is much 
smaller. Indeed the CaSO*: Dy glow peak is not a single one 
and the kinetics of the TL process is not of the first order 
at different dose level CSrivastava and Supe, 19793. Even at 
the low dose of IGy， there are interference of glow peaks at 
300Oc： and above CFig. 7. 23). Therefore we should resort to 
some real single glow peak TL emitters. 
The usual first order kinetics, second order kinetics 
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as well as the general-one-trap kinetics are fitted to a 
typical glow curve of Harshaw CaF^： Mn phosphor〔Levy, 1985) 
〔Fig.7.24〕. The result shows that excellent fittings are 
obtained for the general-one-trap kinetics. To verify the 
correctness of the unified model in predicting the single 
glow peak, an experimental glow curve using CaF^： Mn phosphor 
is fitted to the theoretical counterpart. A gamma dose of 
5. 8X10-^Gy is administered to a sample of CaF^:Mn, and the 
glow curve is taken with the heating rate /?=l°Csec-\ In the 
course of fitting, the values of s and V^ in〔7.21〕are 
taken from the best fit parameters using first order 
kinetics found by Levy 〔1985)， and the best-fit parameters 6 
and J are 0.9 and 30 respectively Cup to a proportional 
constant O . The glow curves employing the val ues of s, V 
6 and J with dirrerent ft〔=2，3，4，5 "Csec"^：) are computed and 
compared with the corresponding experimental results 
〔Fig.7.25,26). It shows that the theoretical curves 
reproduce the experimental data very well. It is concluded 
that’ for the TL phosphor CaF^:Mn, once a particular glow 
curve is best-fitted to the theoretical counterpart, the 
behaviour of glow curves with different heating rate (3 are 
well described by the predictions given by the unified 
model. 
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h 呂 • 7 . 1 • Simple two-level .odel for fi.st and second 
order kinetics (Johnson, 1939., Williams, 19的） 、 
T IS the electron trap and R the hole centre. 
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f f 
I conduction band f 
• i . 丨 
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f 
v a l e n c e b a n d ‘ 
〜 O on 6 
V 
Fis.7.2 Schematic diagram illustrating the tra.:-filling 
aiechanism in the simple two-level model, where'the 
meaning of the symbols are explained in the text. 
(Chen et al, 198I). 
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Fig.7.6 Second order glow peaks computed with 
‘ 时 c and 3=10^G/min, with initial charges n -
1 . 0 , ^ . 8 , 0 . 6 , 0 . 4 , 0 . 2 and 0.05 (after L e v y , 1 9 7 9 ) . 
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1 Non-interactive kinetics 
A + First order ‘ 
二 A y A •Second order 
(,3 _ \\J \\ Interactive kinetics 
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Temperature fC) 
F i g . 7 . 1 2 G l o w curves computed from the i n t e r a c t i v e T L k i n e t i c s 
e q u a t i o n ( 7 . 1 7 a ) w i t h different a v a l u e s . The o t h e r p a r a m e t e r s 
u s e d are: 
s ^ = S 2 = s ^ = 1 0 sec 
3 l二 l e V， E 2 = 1 . 2 5 e V , E ^ = 1 . 5 e V , 
A l s o s h o w n a r e the first and s e c o n d o r d e r g l o w c u r v e s . 
(After L e v y , I 9 8 3 ) . 
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C h a p t e r 8 
C o n c l u s i o n 
In the present project, pottery samples from Tung Wan 
archaeological site in Hong Kong were dated using additive 
dose TL dating method. The result shows that except for 
sample No. 31, the TL ages of the dated samples do cover the 
I 
archaeol ogi cal estimations C �0。0 to SOOO yr B. P. ) . The 
discrepancy in sample No. 31 is thought to be due to the 
disturbance by contemporary human activities, because the 
layer of soil from which the sample was excavated is close 
to the ground level. Therefore the archaeological 
significance of the Tung Wan site is further established. 
Another category of samples to be dated is the Philippine 
wares obtained from the university Art Gallery, which is 
believed to be of the same origin with those collected from 
Xicun )ciln site in Guangzhou. TL dating employing the 
pre-dose method was performed and the result shows that the 
dated samples are genuine ones and their TL ages agree with 
those of the Xicun samples within the experimental errors. 
Based on the unified model proposed by Chuang 〔1990)，�
senu-analytical predictions on the aspects of anomalous 
fading CChapter 63 and kinetics studies CChapter 7) are 
developed and they are compared with the counterpart 
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experimental results. In the investigation of the anomalous 
fading behaviour, two distinctive types of anomalous TL 
fading have been categorized which are reproducible by means 
of the semi-analytical formulas. Storage test of various 
samples were performed, and the quartz inclusion samples 
showed no sign of fading as expected. Dose-dependent Tl 
fading of various minerals was investigated. Their glow 
curves were successfully resolved into gaussians in order to 
examine the actual fading process. 
In chapter 7’ TL kinetics of first order, second order’ 
and general order are studied. Single and multiple peak 
kinetics for the unified model is developed by incorporating 
the trap depth distribution in the first order kinetics, 
which is characterized by the assumption made that the 
thermally evicted electrons are not allowed to be retrapped. 
The theoretical predictions are compared with those of the 
experiments as well as the predictions given by the other 
kinetics considerations. It should be noted that the unified 
model give an excellent account of the single—peak glow 
curve of the CaF^： Mn phosphor. 
In additive dose TL dating method, difficulty arises 
vvhen there is a change in sensitivity of the second growth 
curve from that of the first one. This problem is tackled by 
successful fitting of the first-glow data points to those of 
the prediction of the unified model, without going through 
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the second-glow heating experiment. 
i 
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Appendix 6 。 
^ t m m m m m m m m t SUPRALSAS M U M U M U I M M M M 
NOTE ； {TL)i=CJ3UM{(y0+K/rdlr2?Ej[P[-(V0H7i'^d)/kTl} 
REM i=i ‘ 




^^^ HAIN PRCS 
？"RUNNING HAIN PROS..." 
FOR' R=i TO CEIL((D2-Di)/0.02fl)�； REW STEP CHANGE IN QELTA=0.02 
Da(R}=Dl + (R-i)t0.02 
D=OELfR) 
y2=0 , 
FOR I=i TO J ‘ 
y2= ( m u PD) i I n i£xp (- f m u I^DUKB/D + n 
y2(i)=y2 
NEXT I . 
. A(i,R)=P�； D(l)=10 
A(2,R)=8 ； 0(2}=8/iO 
A(3,R)=y(i|/Y2(391)�； D(3)=A(3,R)/50 
£2=£J£ 

























IF C0(fi)<E2 THEN 420 
SOTO 40 
4 2 0 ？ 
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FOR ' M TO N2 
NEXT V ^ 

















INPUT aSLOWPEAK TEMP (IN C} = M ； 1=1+273 
INPUT 'NO. OF DATA PTS=':N 














FOR 1=1 TO J 
n:imr2 
NEXT I 
3=P/]{2f39i) ！ 0{2)=8/10 




300 REM SUBROUTINE FIND J(Q)： Q=1 TO N k COilPARE Y2(J(Q)) ^ITH Y(Q) 
FOR Q=i TO N 
IF (X(g)+fta,R))/A(2,R)>X2(J) THEN 303 






FOR Q=1 TO N 
C4=A(3,R|IY2(J(S}) - Y(Q) 







FOR I=i TO C£IU{]}2-Di)/0.02+i)-l 








Appendix 6 。 
^EHlUUiniitunuiin THSRilAll.BASj NORMAL THERMAL FADING m u m m m m t i t 
FNA:.3!£i(pf-2iAli)ifi+i/t1.、Al.2UA_&/T} 
END DEF 
H m m m m m m m Aii)=vo.A(2)=deita,A(3)=j ####»i######H##########H##### 
DIH A(3).0(5)J(10)J(10),I{10)JN(10) ^ 
SOSUB 700 
H t m u m u m m m m m u i MAIN PROS m m m m t m m t t m m m t m 
E2=€te 


























360 IF C0<E2 THEN 420 
GOTO 40 
420 PRINT TAB(2)rXiM)^;TAB(33)5^Y{H) = ;TAB{5Mry2{f1)'' 
PRINT TAS{2);^====^;TA8(33)r====^；==“ 
FOR ？1=1 TO N 
？RiNT TAB(2}jX(H)jTAB(25);YfH)jTAB(56}jy"2(H} 
f O 丁 
PRINT 
PRINT 





700 m m m m u n m n SUBROUTINE INPUT DATA m u t n t m m m m m 
INPUT "5FI/SEC)=A:S . 
INPUT "TEHP OF STORAGE(IN C)=';T 
丁=T+273 
INPUT M . OF DATA PTS二";N 
0=8.61709£-5 ； 
N2二3 ； REM NO. OF FITTINS PARAHETERS 
E=iE3 
07=8 






Htnnrmi IMLTIAL SUESS QF FITTINS PARAMETERS 







丄000 REMUIIITJJNNJJJJ SUBROUTINE COHPARE Y2IL) k Y(L) m m m t m m t 
PRINT ^RUNNING SUB iOOO...^ 
co=o 
I(0)=0 
FOR H=1 TO A(3) 
I(0)=2MFIJFNA(H) + NO) 
NEXT H 
FOR L=i TO N 
nL)=0 _ I 
1=0 
FOR M=I TO A(3) 
Z=FMA(H：. 









Appendix 6 。 
； . E j i i m m i m m u ! m m m m m i m m i m m u u m m m “ m m m 
REM 3-A4-i.SAS •• PROG TO FIT EXP QVERLAPPIN6 6LGHPEAKS fFAD3.i^4.r丨 
• INTO 6AUS3IANS ASSUMING SL0HPEAK3 COMPOSE OF FOUR COHPONENTS 
REfl AND m i E THE THEQ DATA INTO BISK. 
HEM {IN TEMP ASCENDING ORDER) 
REfl A(i)=PEAK- HEIGHT OF Ist PEAK . 
H£N A(2}=FWHH OF 1st PEAK 、 ., 
RHH A(3}=PEAk' HEIGHT OF 2nd PEAK 
REM A(4}=FWHH OF 2nd PEAK 
HEH A(5}=P£A)( HEISHT OF 3rd PEAK 
REH A(6)=FHH« OF 3rd PEAK 
REM A(7)=PEA>： HEIGHT OF 4th PEAK 
P'SM A{8)=FWHH OF 4th PEAK 
REN 
R E M n u n j i n n n u i n i t i u u n t u n n u u t n n t u i u t n n u n u t t n t n t n 
CL3 
803UB InoutData ‘ 
DEF FNTL2(T) 
FNTL2=A (i} ?EXP f-(i.665MT-T01}/A(2) 
END DEF -
DEF FNTL3(T) 
FNTL3=A (3 UEXP (- (i. 6651 (T-T02) / A {4}) ) 
END DEF 
DEF FHTL4{T} 
FNTL4=A f 5) lEXP (-(Ld65i(T-T03}/A(6)) ) 
END DEF 
DEF FNTL5(T) 
FNTL5=A i 7) mP (-(L665t( T-T04) /AC S) i •、2) 
END DEF 
DEF FMTLi(T) 
FNTLi=FNTL2{T) + FNTL3(T) + FNTL4{T) FnTL5(T) 
END DEF 
10 R£H INPUT INITIAL VALUE OF FITTIN6 PARAMETERS 




INPUT/ALU)貼扎£ HAX DEy=-;£ 
E2=StE 



















IF C3>C2 THEM 350 
C1:C2 
C2=C3 ^ 
GOTO 270 ^ ) 




360 IF C0<£2 THEN 420 
SOTO 40 
4 2 0 ？ 
7 
FDR I=i TO N2 





(30 INPUT "PRESS IF) TO RUN FITTING PROS ASftIN OR iU) TO milt DATA INTO DISr:A$ 
If THEN 6QT0 10 
IF PiU^r THEM SOTO 450 
SOTO 430 
450 SOSUS liritBi)ata “ 
END 
InoutData ； 
INPUT ； m NO. OF DATA PIS 
N2=8 ； m m . OF FITTING PARAHETER3 
_ 





Tstart=200 : Tstoo-400 
DLH TIN) JL(N) 
FOR J=1 TO H 
T(J)=2iO+(J-l}<5 
NEH J 
FOR 1=1 TO H 
iNPUT TL⑴ 
NEXT I 
OPEN '8iT2.DAT" FOR OUTPUT AS II 












'卯旺片 SUB COMPARE TLfJi 4 TLHJ) 
？"RUNNING sue 1000../ ^^^^^ 
C0=0 
FOR J=1 TO H 









-一OPEM-'R;Tt.DA^FOR-OLITPyT A3 #i ‘ 





Appendix 6 。 
• I H 於 ‘ 如 N U A S : A PROS ro CALC CONVENTIONAL FIRST ORDER KINETICS U m 
DIM S/375) 
二 S I r m m m m m ⑴ ⑴ m n m n m u as 
FOR P=I TO « 
S(P}=-(S/B)TDNEXPF-E/KB/fm(P-0.5JM)} 、 
V=NOjSiEXP(-£/KB/(rO+PtDT}) 
FOR 0=1 TO P 
NEXT Q 



















Appendix 6 。 
溫 ： A PR06 TO CALC CONVENTIONAL SECOND ORDER KINETICS U M M 
0I« SF375},H(375} 
FOR P=i TO H 
S(P) = fSi/B)M?EXP(-E/KB/{m(P-0.5}IDT)) 
FOR g=l TO ？ 
H(P)=H(P) + S{Q) -
NEXT Q • 
=NOTSL mp i 'tm/(TO+PIDT )}/FUH(P)) 
？USINS "f.ir—;T0-273+PJDT;TAB{20) V 
•:'#lJ0-273+PtDT,y 
NEXT p ‘ 
CLOSE #i 
END 
二 I ^ ^ I M ⑴ I N P U T D A _ M M M : M M ! M I M ! M M M M 












Appendix 6 。 
nc^ 'c^ r!!*'^ * : PROS TO CALC 6ENERAL-0NE-TRAP EQN mttm 
i)£r rnr (1 ,Y) 




INPUT 'SIS«A=»JZ ； R£« Z^ sigia 







R E M < i m » m m m t m m m m m m m m m m m » m m m m « 
QP£N ^BJKINO.HAT' FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
1=0 as 
























Appendix 6 。 
-SNJnKFITl.BAS : PROS TO FIT "DATA" TO CONVENTIONAL FIRST HRDER EONU 
R E H u m m m m m A i ] } , , A(2)=5 , A(3):£ m m t m m m ⑴ ⑴ m 
DIM Al3) jf40i j(40).y2(40j,Y3(375),S(:^75) 
GOSOB 700 
FOR 1=1 TO N 
NEXT L . , 
R E M m u n n i t u n n u i n H A i N 
R=0 ) 





























420 F m L=1 TO H 
.?X(U,Y(L),Y2(U 
NEXT L 














rNTfl-丨Oi/DT ： REM DIVIDE TH-TO INTO M PORTIONS FOR CALCULATINS THE INTEGRAL 
INPUT 'Mn NO. OF DATA PTS 
CIS , 
FOR L:i TO 3 、 
？'A("!L;M='； 丨 
INPUT A(L) 
-INPUT IKU .. 
NEXT L 、 
OPEN " M I H O M V FOR INPUT AS #1 





iooo m m t m t m n m SUB COHPARE Y2(L) k y(L) m n m m m m t 
？"RUNNING SUB 1000 m ^ i H ^ ' m E S " 
co=o ‘ 
y=o 
FOR P=i TO n 
SfP)=0 
NEXT P 
m - : 
REH 
FOR P=i TO H 
SfP)=-(A(2)/B)?DTjEXPf-A(3)/KB/(T0+(P-0.5)iDTn 
V=A(iilA(2)iE:(P(-A{3)/KB/( TO+P t0T)) 




















Appendix 6 。 
汪?TTUKFIN.8AS ！ PROS TO FIT "DATA" TO CONVENTIONAL SECOND ORDER EQNU 
R E H N » U I » N N N U A ( I ) = Y 0 . A(2)=5T , A(31:£ m m m t m m m m m 
DIM FT(3),X(40),Y(40),Y2(40),Y3(375),8(375),H(375) 
60SUB 700 ‘ I 



































420 FOR 1=1 TO H 
？X(U-Y(L)’Y2(L) 
NEXT L 















！1=LT«-T0)/DT : REM DIVIDE TH-TO INTO H PORTIONS FOR CALCULATINS THE INTEGRAL 
N=38 :FIEH NO. OF DATA PTS 
CL3 
FOR L=1 TO 3 
INPUT A(L) 
？-Dra")-”’ 
INPUT D(L) _ 
NEXT L 一 
OPEH ^BIKINOJAT' FOR INPUT AS U 





1000 R E H i u n n u t i x n u SUB COHPARE mL) k Y(L) i%%txn%%x%%%n%%i 
?=RUNNIN8 SUB iOOO FOR^RJ'TIHES' 
co=o 






FOR P=i TO H 
S(P)=(A(2}/B)tDTtEXP(-A(3)/KB/{T0+(P-0.5)m}) 




















A p p e n d i x 6 。 
Ill CALCULATE LEVY'S MUTIPLE-PEAK FUNCTION FOR 
旺朽 nOi=n02=n03=5E15 ’ 
只E汽 FROM 20 C TO 320 C USING STEP:丄 C 
j [ 『 m m " m i m m " m m m ! m m m m m m m m m m 麵 m m m 
SOSUB 100 
OPEN ^ m m H i l M V FOR OUTPUT AS 
TO=T 
FOR J=TO TO TH STEP H 








FOR L=i TO 3 
T=T+INT(L/3)m -




FOR 1=1 TO N 
NEXT I 
NEXT L 





•� I恥 j Z { l h S P C ( 5 ) ; Z ( 2 ) ; S P C ( 5 ) ; Z ( 3 ) 
7 
。#1,T-273,L0610(-3J(Fi(l)+Fi(2)+F«(3))} 


























































































































































































































































































































R E H N N N U K I N U J A S ； A PR06 TO CALC ONETICS BY^U MODEL mummmmut 
SOSIJB 100 
DIM G(n,J),Y(J) 
OPEN -BiKINU.flAT' FOR OUTPUT AS li 




FOR P=1 TO n 、 
FOR 1=1 TO J 
6fP,n=-(S/B;UDTJEXP({-V0-K/rDl/KB/(T0+(P-0.5)iDT}i 
ni)-2tltl tsm? {(-VO-K/ r^ Dl/KB/( lO+PiOTl} ‘ 
Y(0)=0 
FOR 9=i TO P 
r(i)=yfi}tEXPfS(Q,i)) 
NEXT Q 
Y⑴:Y(I) f Y(I-i) 
NEXT I 
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